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Abstract

Recommender systems are an important part of the information and e-commerce ecosystem. They represent a powerful method for enabling users to filter through large information and product spaces. Nearly two decades of research on collaborative filtering have led to a varied set of algorithms and a rich collection of tools for evaluating their performance. Research in the field is moving in the direction of a richer understanding of how recommender technology may be embedded in specific domains. The differing personalities exhibited by different recommender algorithms show that recommendation is not a one-size-fits-all problem. Specific tasks, information needs, and item domains represent unique problems for recommenders, and design and evaluation of recommenders needs to be done based on the user tasks to be supported. Effective deployments must begin with careful analysis of prospective users and their goals. Based on this analysis, system designers have a host of options for the choice of algorithm and for its embedding in the surrounding user experience. This paper discusses a wide variety of the choices available and their implications, aiming to provide both practitioners and researchers with an introduction to the important issues underlying recommenders and current best practices for addressing these issues.
Every day, we are inundated with choices and options. What to wear? What movie to rent? What stock to buy? What blog post to read? The sizes of these decision domains are frequently massive: Netflix has over 17,000 movies in its selection [15], and Amazon.com has over 410,000 titles in its Kindle store alone [7]. Supporting discovery in information spaces of this magnitude is a significant challenge. Even simple decisions — what movie should I see this weekend? — can be difficult without prior direct knowledge of the candidates.

Historically, people have relied on recommendations and mentions from their peers or the advice of experts to support decisions and discover new material. They discuss the week’s blockbuster over the water cooler, they read reviews in the newspaper’s entertainment section, or they ask a librarian to suggest a book. They may trust their local theater manager or news stand to narrow down their choices, or turn on the TV and watch whatever happens to be playing.

These methods of recommending new things have their limits, particularly for information discovery. There may be an independent film or book that a person would enjoy, but no one in their circle of acquaintances has heard of it yet. There may be a new indie band in another city whose music will likely never cross the local critic’s
radar. Computer-based systems provide the opportunity to expand the set of people from whom users can obtain recommendations. They also enable us to mine users’ history and stated preferences for patterns that neither they nor their acquaintances identify, potentially providing a more finely-tuned selection experience.

There has been a good deal of research over the last 20 years on how to automatically recommend things to people and a wide variety of methods have been proposed [1, 140]. Recently, the Recommender Systems Handbook [122] was published, providing in-depth discussions of a variety of recommender methods and topics. This survey, however, is focused primarily on collaborative filtering, a class of methods that recommend items to users based on the preferences other users have expressed for those items.

In addition to academic interest, recommendation systems are seeing significant interest from industry. Amazon.com has been using collaborative filtering for a decade to recommend products to their customers, and Netflix valued improvements to the recommender technology underlying their movie rental service at $1M via the widely-publicized Netflix Prize [15].

There is also a growing interest in problems surrounding recommendation. Algorithms for understanding and predicting user preferences do not exist in a vacuum — they are merely one piece of a broader user experience. A recommender system must interact with the user, both to learn the user’s preferences and provide recommendations; these concerns pose challenges for user interface and interaction design. Systems must have accurate data from which to compute their recommendations and preferences, leading to work on how to collect reliable data and reduce the noise in user preference data sets. Users also have many different goals and needs when they approach systems, from basic needs for information to more complex desires for privacy with regards to their preferences.

In his keynote address at the 2009 ACM Conference on Recommender Systems, Martin [90] argued that the algorithms themselves are only a small part of the problem of providing recommendations to users. We have a number of algorithms that work fairly well, and while there is room to refine them, there is much work to be done on
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user experience, data collection, and other problems which make up the whole of the recommender experience.

1.1 History of Recommender Systems

The capacity of computers to provide recommendations was recognized fairly early in the history of computing. Grundy [123], a computer-based librarian, was an early step towards automatic recommender systems. It was fairly primitive, grouping users into “stereotypes” based on a short interview and using hard-coded information about various stereotypes’ book preferences to generate recommendations, but it represents an important early entry in the recommender systems space.

In the early 1990s, collaborative filtering began to arise as a solution for dealing with overload in online information spaces. Tapestry [49] was a manual collaborative filtering system: it allowed the user to query for items in an information domain, such as corporate e-mail, based on other users’ opinions or actions (“give me all the messages forwarded by John”). It required effort on the part of its users, but allowed them to harness the reactions of previous readers of a piece of correspondence to determine its relevance to them.

Automated collaborative filtering systems soon followed, automatically locating relevant opinions and aggregating them to provide recommendations. GroupLens [119] used this technique to identify Usenet articles which are likely to be interesting to a particular user. Users only needed to provide ratings or perform other observable actions; the system combined these with the ratings or actions of other users to provide personalized results. With these systems, users do not obtain any direct knowledge of other users’ opinions, nor do they need to know what other users or items are in the system in order to receive recommendations.

During this time, recommender systems and collaborative filtering became an topic of increasing interest among human–computer interaction, machine learning, and information retrieval researchers. This interest produced a number of recommender systems for various domains, such as Ringo [137] for music, the BellCore Video Recommender [62] for movies, and Jester [50] for jokes. Outside of computer
science, the marketing literature has analyzed recommendation for its ability to increase sales and improve customer experience [10, 151].

In the late 1990s, commercial deployments of recommender technology began to emerge. Perhaps the most widely-known application of recommender system technologies is Amazon.com. Based on purchase history, browsing history, and the item a user is currently viewing, they recommend items for the user to consider purchasing.

Since Amazon’s adoption, recommender technology, often based on collaborative filtering, has been integrated into many e-commerce and online systems. A significant motivation for doing this is to increase sales volume — customers may purchase an item if it is suggested to them but might not seek it out otherwise. Several companies, such as NetPerceptions and Strands, have been built around providing recommendation technology and services to online retailers.

The toolbox of recommender techniques has also grown beyond collaborative filtering to include content-based approaches based on information retrieval, bayesian inference, and case-based reasoning methods [132, 139]. These methods consider the actual content or attributes of the items to be recommended instead of or in addition to user rating patterns. Hybrid recommender systems [24] have also emerged as various recommender strategies have matured, combining multiple algorithms into composite systems that ideally build on the strengths of their component algorithms. Collaborative filtering, however, has remained an effective approach, both alone and hybridized with content-based approaches.

Research on recommender algorithms garnered significant attention in 2006 when Netflix launched the Netflix Prize to improve the state of movie recommendation. The objective of this competition was to build a recommender algorithm that could beat their internal CineMatch algorithm in offline tests by 10%. It sparked a flurry of activity, both in academia and amongst hobbyists. The $1 M prize demonstrates the value that vendors place on accurate recommendations.

### 1.2 Core Concepts, Vocabulary, and Notation

Collaborative filtering techniques depend on several concepts to describe the problem domain and the particular requirements placed
on the system. Many of these concepts are also shared by other recommendation methods.

The information domain for a collaborative filtering system consists of users which have expressed preferences for various items. A preference expressed by a user for an item is called a rating and is frequently represented as a (User, Item, Rating) triple. These ratings can take many forms, depending on the system in question. Some systems use real- or integer-valued rating scales such as 0–5 stars, while others use binary or ternary (like/dislike) scales. Unary ratings, such as “has purchased”, are particularly common in e-commerce deployments as they express well the user’s purchasing history absent ratings data. When discussing unary ratings, we will use “purchased” to mean that an item is in the user’s history, even for non-commerce settings such as web page views.

The set of all rating triples forms a sparse matrix referred to as the ratings matrix. (User, Item) pairs where the user has not expressed a preference for (rated) the item are unknown values in this matrix. Figure 1.1 shows an example ratings matrix for three users and four movies in a movie recommender system; cells marked ‘?’ indicate unknown values (the user has not rated that movie).

In describing use and evaluation of recommender systems, including collaborative filtering systems, we typically focus on two tasks. The first is the predict task: given a user and an item, what is the user’s likely preference for the item? If the ratings matrix is viewed as a sampling of values from a complete user–item preference matrix, than the predict task for a recommender is equivalent to the matrix missing-values problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User A</th>
<th>Batman Begins</th>
<th>Alice in Wonderland</th>
<th>Dumb and Dumber</th>
<th>Equilibrium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User B</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User C</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1.1 Sample ratings matrix (on a 5-star scale).

1 The scale is ternary if “seen but no expressed preference” is considered distinct from “unseen”.

---

The information domain for a collaborative filtering system consists of users which have expressed preferences for various items. A preference expressed by a user for an item is called a rating and is frequently represented as a (User, Item, Rating) triple. These ratings can take many forms, depending on the system in question. Some systems use real- or integer-valued rating scales such as 0–5 stars, while others use binary or ternary (like/dislike) scales. Unary ratings, such as “has purchased”, are particularly common in e-commerce deployments as they express well the user’s purchasing history absent ratings data. When discussing unary ratings, we will use “purchased” to mean that an item is in the user’s history, even for non-commerce settings such as web page views.

The set of all rating triples forms a sparse matrix referred to as the ratings matrix. (User, Item) pairs where the user has not expressed a preference for (rated) the item are unknown values in this matrix. Figure 1.1 shows an example ratings matrix for three users and four movies in a movie recommender system; cells marked ‘?’ indicate unknown values (the user has not rated that movie).

In describing use and evaluation of recommender systems, including collaborative filtering systems, we typically focus on two tasks. The first is the predict task: given a user and an item, what is the user’s likely preference for the item? If the ratings matrix is viewed as a sampling of values from a complete user–item preference matrix, than the predict task for a recommender is equivalent to the matrix missing-values problem.
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The second task is the recommend task: given a user, produce the best ranked list of n items for the user’s need. An n-item recommendation list is not guaranteed to contain the n items with the highest predicted preferences, as predicted preference may not be the only criteria used to produce the recommendation list.

In this survey, we use a consistent mathematical notation for referencing various elements of the recommender system model. The universe consists of a set $U$ of users and a set $I$ of items. $I_u$ is the set of items rated or purchased by user $u$, and $U_i$ is the set of users who have rated or purchased $i$. The rating matrix is denoted by $R$, with $r_{u,i}$ being the rating user $u$ provided for item $i$, $r_u$ being the vector of all ratings provided by user $u$, and $r_i$ being the vector of all ratings provided for item $i$ (the distinction will be apparent from context). $\bar{r}_u$ and $\bar{r}_i$ are the average of a user $u$ or an item $i$’s ratings, respectively. A user $u$’s preference for an item $i$, of which the rating is assumed to be a reflection, is $\pi_{u,i}$ (elements of the user-item preference matrix $\Pi$). It is assumed that $r_{u,i} \approx \pi_{u,i}$; specifically, $R$ is expected to be a sparse sample of $\Pi$ with the possible addition of noise. The recommender’s prediction of $\pi_{u,i}$ is denoted by $p_{u,i}$.

1.3 Overview

This survey aims to provide a broad overview of the current state of collaborative filtering research. In the next two sections, we discuss the core algorithms for collaborative filtering and traditional means of measuring their performance against user rating data sets. We will then move on to discuss building reliable, accurate data sets; understanding recommender systems in the broader context of user information needs and task support; and the interaction between users and recommender systems.
Collaborative filtering (CF) is a popular recommendation algorithm that bases its predictions and recommendations on the ratings or behavior of other users in the system. The fundamental assumption behind this method is that other users’ opinions can be selected and aggregated in such a way as to provide a reasonable prediction of the active user’s preference. Intuitively, they assume that, if users agree about the quality or relevance of some items, then they will likely agree about other items — if a group of users likes the same things as Mary, then Mary is likely to like the things they like which she hasn’t yet seen.

There are other methods for performing recommendation, such as finding items similar to the items liked by a user using textual similarity in metadata (content-based filtering or CBF). The focus of this survey is on collaborative filtering methods, although content-based filtering will enter our discussion at times when it is relevant to overcoming a particular recommender system difficulty.

The majority of collaborative filtering algorithms in service today, including all algorithms detailed in this section, operate by first generating predictions of the user’s preference and then produce their recommendations by ranking candidate items by predicted preferences. Often this prediction is in the same scale as the ratings provided by
users, but occasionally the prediction is on a different scale and is meaningful only for candidate ranking. This strategy is analogous to the common information retrieval method of producing relevance scores for each document in a corpus with respect to a particular query and presenting the top-scored items. Indeed, the recommend task can be viewed as an information retrieval problem in which the domain of items (the corpus) is queried with the user’s preference profile.

Therefore, this section is primarily concerned with how various algorithms predict user preference. In later sections we will discuss recommendation strategies that diverge from this structure, but in actual implementation they frequently start with a preference-ranked list of items and adjust the final recommendation list based on additional criteria.

2.1 Baseline Predictors

Before discussing true collaborative filtering algorithms, let us first consider some baseline prediction methods. These methods are useful for establishing non-personalized baselines against which personalized algorithms can be compared, as well as for pre-processing and normalizing data for use with more sophisticated algorithms. Baseline algorithms that do not depend on the user’s ratings can also be useful for providing predictions for new users. We denote the baseline prediction for user $u$ and item $i$ by $b_{u,i}$.

The simplest baseline is to predict the average rating over all ratings in the system: $b_{u,i} = \mu$ (where $\mu$ is the overall average rating). This can be enhanced somewhat by predicting the average rating by that user or for that item: $b_{u,i} = \bar{r}_u$ or $b_{u,i} = \bar{r}_i$.

Baselines can be further enhanced by combining the user mean with the average deviation from user mean rating for a particular item [58, 79, 110, 115]. Generally, a baseline predictor of the following form can be used:

$$b_{u,i} = \mu + b_u + b_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

$b_u$ and $b_i$ are user and item baseline predictors, respectively. They can be defined simply by using average offsets as follows, computing
subsequent effects within the residuals of previous effects [14, 58, 115]:

\[ b_u = \frac{1}{|I_u|} \sum_{i \in I_u} (r_{u,i} - \mu) \] (2.2)

\[ b_i = \frac{1}{|U_i|} \sum_{u \in U_i} (r_{u,i} - b_u - \mu) \] (2.3)

The baseline can be further regularized, providing a more reasonable estimate of user and item preferences in the face of sparse sampling, with the incorporation of damping terms \( \beta_u \) and \( \beta_i \) [44]1:

\[ b_u = \frac{1}{|I_u|} + \beta_u \sum_{i \in I_u} (r_{u,i} - \mu) \] (2.4)

\[ b_i = \frac{1}{|U_i|} + \beta_i \sum_{u \in U_i} (r_{u,i} - b_u - \mu) \] (2.5)

This adjustment causes the baseline predicted ratings to be closer to global mean when the user or item has few ratings, based on the statistical principle that the more ratings a user has given or an item has received, the more is known about that user or item’s true mean rating. Funk [44] found that 25 was a useful value for the damping terms.

Additional baselines can be computed and added, and the baselines can be made more sophisticated to deal with various effects [14, 80, 115]. If an item or user is new and therefore has no ratings, its baseline can be set to 0, effectively assuming that it is an average user or item.

The baseline predictors are not restricted to simple ANOVA-style functions. They can also be learned as more general parameters with gradient descent or other parameter estimation techniques, potentially as a part of learning a larger model [14, 79, 80].

Baseline predictors effectively capture effects of user bias, item popularity, and can be applied to more exotic but increasingly-important factors such as time [80, 115]. If the baseline is subtracted from the ratings matrix to yield a normalized ratings matrix \( \hat{R} \), all that remains

\footnote{Funk’s formulation involved an additional term in the numerator; since we are computing mean offsets rather than means, that term cancels out.}
for collaborative filtering to do is to efficiently capture the interaction
effect between users and items. Further, the missing values of \( \hat{R} \) are 0
rather than unknown, simplifying some computations and allowing the
matrix to be handled by standard sparse matrix packages.

2.2 User–User Collaborative Filtering

User–user collaborative filtering, also known as \( k \)-NN collaborative fil-
tering, was the first of the automated CF methods. It was first intro-
duced in the GroupLens Usenet article recommender [119]. The Ringo
music recommender [137] and the BellCore video recommender [62] also
used user-user CF or variants thereof.

User–user CF is a straightforward algorithmic interpretation of the
core premise of collaborative filtering: find other users whose past rating
behavior is similar to that of the current user and use their ratings
on other items to predict what the current user will like. To predict
Mary’s preference for an item she has not rated, user–user CF looks
for other users who have high agreement with Mary on the items they
have both rated. These users’ ratings for the item in question are then
weighted by their level of agreement with Mary’s ratings to predict
Mary’s preference.

Besides the rating matrix \( R \), a user–user CF system requires a simi-
larity function \( s: U \times U \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) computing the similarity between two users
and a method for using similarities and ratings to generate predictions.

2.2.1 Computing Predictions

To generate predictions or recommendations for a user \( u \), user–user
CF first uses \( s \) to compute a neighborhood \( N \subseteq U \) of neighbors of \( u \).
Once \( N \) has been computed, the system combines the ratings of users
in \( N \) to generate predictions for user \( u \)'s preference for an item \( i \). This
is typically done by computing the weighted average of the neighboring
users’ ratings \( i \) using similarity as the weights:

\[
p_{u,i} = \bar{r}_u + \frac{\sum_{u' \in N} s(u, u')(r_{u',i} - \bar{r}_{u'})}{\sum_{u' \in N} |s(u, u')|} \quad (2.6)
\]
Subtracting the user’s mean rating $\bar{r}_u$ compensates for differences in users’ use of the rating scale (some users will tend to give higher ratings than others). Equation (2.6) can also be extended to normalize user ratings to $z$-scores by dividing the offset from mean rating by the standard deviation $\sigma_u$ of each user’s ratings, thereby compensating for users differing in rating spread as well as mean rating [58]:

$$p_{u,i} = \bar{r}_u + \sigma_u \frac{\sum_{u' \in N} s(u,u')(r_{u',i} - \bar{r}_{u'})/\sigma_{u'}}{\sum_{u' \in N} |s(u,u')|}$$ (2.7)

Weighted averaging is not the only mechanism that has been used for computing predictions, but it is the most common. Ringo used no weighting, performing an unweighted average over ratings by neighboring users [137]. The BellCore system used a multivariate regression over the users in the neighborhood to generate predictions [62]. Weighted averaging is by far the most common, however, as it is simple and works well in practice. It is also consistent with Social Choice theory [111], grounding it in models of human behavior and an axiomatic, first-principles development of collaborative filtering. Social choice theory deals with the preferences of individuals and of a society as a whole. Given several properties that a recommender should exhibit within the social choice framework, Pennock et al. show that weighted averaging is the only aggregation method which produces consistent results.

There remains the question of how many neighbors to select. In some systems, such as the original GroupLens, $N = U \setminus \{u\}$ (all users are considered as neighbors); in other systems, neighborhoods are selected for each item based on a similarity threshold or neighborhood size such that $N_i$ is the $k$ users most similar to $u$ who have rated the target item $i$. Limiting neighborhood size can result in more accurate predictions, as the neighbors with low correlation introduce more noise than signal into the process [58]. The particular threshold to use is domain- and system-specific, so analysis of a relevant data set is needed to choose the neighborhood size for a particular deployment. In offline analysis of available movie ratings data, Herlocker et al. found $k = 20$ to be a good value; values in the 20–50 range are a reasonable starting point in many domains. Lathia et al. [86] propose dynamically adapting the neighborhood size used for each user to minimize the error in their
predictions as new data is added to the system. Randomly sampling candidate users for the neighborhood can decrease the time required to find neighbors, at the possible expense of accuracy [62].

### 2.2.2 Computing User Similarity

A critical design decision in implementing user–user CF is the choice of similarity function. Several different similarity functions have been proposed and evaluated in the literature.

**Pearson correlation.** This method computes the statistical correlation (Pearson’s $r$) between two user’s common ratings to determine their similarity. GroupLens and BellCore both used this method [62, 119]. The correlation is computed by the following:

$$s(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I_u \cap I_v} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_u)(r_{v,i} - \bar{r}_v)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I_u \cap I_v} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_u)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I_u \cap I_v} (r_{v,i} - \bar{r}_v)^2}}$$

Pearson correlation suffers from computing high similarity between users with few ratings in common. This can be alleviated by setting a threshold on the number of co-rated items necessary for full agreement (correlation of 1) and scaling the similarity when the number of co-rated items falls below this threshold [58, 59]. Experiments have shown a threshold value of 50 to be useful in improving prediction accuracy, and the threshold can be applied by multiplying the similarity function by $\min\{|I_u \cap I_v|/50, 1\}$.

**Constrained Pearson correlation.** Ringo solicited ratings from its users on a 7-point scale, providing a rating guide that fixed 4 as a neutral (neither like nor dislike) value $r_z$. With an absolute reference, it is possible to correlate absolute like/dislike rather than relative deviation (as the standard Pearson $r$ does). This led Shardanand and Maes [137] to propose the constrained Pearson correlation:

$$s(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I_u \cap I_v} (r_{u,i} - r_z)(r_{v,i} - r_z)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I_u \cap I_v} (r_{u,i} - r_z)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I_u \cap I_v} (r_{v,i} - r_z)^2}}$$
Spearman rank correlation. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient is another candidate for a similarity function [58]. For the Spearman correlation, the items a user has rated are ranked such that their highest-rated item is at rank 1 and lower-rated items have higher ranks. Items with the same rating are assigned the average rank for their position. The computation is then the same as that of the Pearson correlation, except that ranks are used in place of ratings.

Cosine similarity. This model is somewhat different than the previously described approaches, as it is a vector-space approach based on linear algebra rather than a statistical approach. Users are represented as $|I|$-dimensional vectors and similarity is measured by the cosine distance between two rating vectors. This can be computed efficiently by taking their dot product and dividing it by the product of their $L_2$ (Euclidean) norms:

$$s(u,v) = \frac{r_u \cdot r_v}{\|r_u\|_2 \|r_v\|_2} = \frac{\sum_i r_{u,i} r_{v,i}}{\sqrt{\sum_i r_{u,i}^2} \sqrt{\sum_i r_{v,i}^2}}$$

Unknown ratings are considered to be 0; this causes them to effectively drop out of the numerator. If the user mean baseline is subtracted from the ratings prior to computing the similarity, cosine similarity is equivalent to Pearson correlation when the users have rated the same set of items and decreases as $|I_u \cap I_v|/|I_u||I_v|$ decreases.

The threshold-based damping described for Pearson correlation can, in principle, be applied to any similarity function, although the benefits of doing so have not been studied. An alternative method for damping is to add a large constant, such as 100, to the denominator; this attenuates the similarity of users with small sets of co-rated items.

Other similarity functions, such as mean-squared difference [137], have been proposed, but have not seen significant adoption. In general, Pearson correlation has been found to provide the best results [22, 58], although results from the Ringo system suggest that constrained Pearson correlation may provide some improvement when items are rated on an absolute scale [137].
2.3 Item–Item Collaborative Filtering

User–user collaborative filtering, while effective, suffers from scalability problems as the user base grows. Searching for the neighbors of a user is an $O(|U|)$ operation (or worse, depending on how similarities are computing — directly computing most similarity functions against all other users is linear in the total number of ratings). To extend collaborative filtering to large user bases and facilitate deployment on e-commerce sites, it was necessary to develop more scalable
algorithms. *Item–item collaborative filtering*, also called *item-based* collaborative filtering, takes a major step in this direction and is one of the most widely deployed collaborative filtering techniques today.

Item–item collaborative filtering was first described in the literature by Sarwar et al. [130] and Karypis [71], although a version of it seems to have been used by Amazon.com at this time [87]. Rather than using similarities between users’ rating behavior to predict preferences, item–item CF uses similarities between the rating patterns of items. If two items tend to have the same users like and dislike them, then they are similar and users are expected to have similar preferences for similar items. In its overall structure, therefore, this method is similar to earlier content-based approaches to recommendation and personalization, but item similarity is deduced from user preference patterns rather than extracted from item data.

In its raw form, item–item CF does not fix anything: it is still necessary to find the most similar items (again solving the $k$-NN problem) to generate predictions and recommendations. In a system that has more users than items, it allows the neighborhood-finding to be amongst the smaller of the two dimensions, but this is a small gain. It provides major performance gains by lending itself well to pre-computing the similarity matrix.

As a user rates and re-rates items, their rating vector will change along with their similarity to other users. Finding similar users in advance is therefore complicated: a user’s neighborhood is determined not only by their ratings but also by the ratings of other users, so their neighborhood can change as a result of new ratings supplied by any user in the system. For this reason, most user–user CF systems find neighborhoods at the time when predictions or recommendations are needed.

In systems with a sufficiently high user to item ratio, however, one user adding or changing ratings is unlikely to significantly change the similarity between two items, particularly when the items have many ratings. Therefore, it is reasonable to pre-compute similarities between items in an item–item similarity matrix. The rows of this matrix can even be truncated to only store the $k$ most similar items. As users change ratings, this data will become slightly stale, but the users will
likely still receive good recommendations and the data can be fully updated by re-computing the similarities during a low-load time for the system.

Item–item CF generates predictions by using the user’s own ratings for other items combined with those items’ similarities to the target item, rather than other users’ ratings and user similarities as in user–user CF. Similar to user–user CF, the recommender system needs a similarity function, this time \( s: I \times I \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), and a method to generate predictions from ratings and similarities.

### 2.3.1 Computing Predictions

In real-valued ratings domains, the similarity scores can be used to generate predictions using a weighted average, similar to the procedure used in user–user CF. Recommendations are then generated by picking the candidate items with the highest predictions.

After collecting a set \( S \) of items similar to \( i \), \( p_{u,i} \) can be predicted as follows [130]:

\[
p_{u,i} = \frac{\sum_{j \in S} s(i,j) r_{u,j}}{\sum_{j \in S} |s(i,j)|} \tag{2.8}
\]

\( S \) is typically selected to be the \( k \) items most similar to \( j \) that \( u \) has also rated for some neighborhood size \( k \). Sarwar et al. [130] found \( k = 30 \) produced good results on the MovieLens data set.

Equation (2.8) as it stands suffers from two deficiencies. The first comes to light when it is possible for similarity scores to be negative and ratings are constrained to be nonnegative: some of the ratings averaged together to compute the prediction may be negative after weightings. While this will not affect the relative ordering of items by predicted value, it will bias the predicted values so they no longer map back to the user rating domain. This can be corrected either by thresholding similarities so only items with nonnegative similarities are considered or by averaging distance from the baseline predictor:

\[
p_{u,i} = \frac{\sum_{j \in S} s(i,j)(r_{u,j} - b_{u,i})}{\sum_{j \in S} |s(i,j)|} + b_{u,i} \tag{2.9}
\]
The other difficulty is with non-real-valued ratings scales, particularly the unary scales common on e-commerce sites without ratings data. In this case, the averaging does not work: if all similarities are positive and $r_{u,i} = 1$ if user $u$ has purchased item $i$, then Equation (2.8) always evaluates to 1. With negative similarities, it is similarly ill-behaved. To work around this, we can compute pseudo-predictions $\tilde{p}_{u,i}$ with a simple aggregation of the similarities to items in the user’s purchase history $I_u$. Summation has been tested and shown to perform well (Equation (2.10)); other aggregations such as mean or max may also be considered or used in practice.

\[
\tilde{p}_{u,i} = \sum_{j \in I_u} s(i,j)
\]

$\tilde{p}_{u,i}$ is not in a meaningful scale to predict any particular user behavior, but the predict task is typically not as important in unary contexts. This pseudo-prediction can, however, be used to rank candidate items for recommendation, forming a good basis for using item–item CF to recommend items based on user purchase histories [38, 71, 87].

It is also possible to use weights other than the similarity function for computing the final prediction. Bell and Koren [14] proposed a formulation that computes item weights directly by estimating, for each user–item pair $u,i$, the solution to the linear equation $A w = b$. The solution $w$ is such that $w_j$ is the optimal weight to use for $u$’s rating of $j$ in computing their rating of $i$, and $A$ and $b$ are given as follows:

\[
a_{j,k} = \sum_{v \neq u} \pi_{v,j} \pi_{v,k}
\]

\[
b_j = \sum_{v \neq u} \pi_{v,j} \pi_{v,i}
\]

The computed weights, differing for each user–item pair, are then used to compute the prediction $p_{u,i} = \sum_{j \in S} w_j r_{u,j}$.

### 2.3.2 Computing Item Similarity

The item–item prediction process requires an item–item similarity matrix $S$. This matrix is a standard sparse matrix, with missing values
being 0 (no similarity); it differs in this respect from $R$, where missing values are unknown.

As in user–user collaborative filtering, there are a variety of methods that can be used for computing item similarities.

**Cosine similarity.** Cosine similarity between item rating vectors is the most popular similarity metric, as it is simple, fast, and produces good predictive accuracy.

$$s(i,j) = \frac{r_i \cdot r_j}{\|r_i\| \|r_j\|}$$

**Conditional probability.** For domains with unary ratings (such as shopping site purchase histories), Karypis [71] proposed a similarity function based on conditional probabilities: $s(i,j) = \Pr_B[j \in B|i \in B]$ where $B$ is a user’s purchase history. With a scaling parameter $\alpha$ to balance for frequently occurring items, this formula becomes

$$s(i,j) = \frac{\text{Freq}(i \land j)}{\text{Freq}(i) (\text{Freq}(j))^\alpha}$$

$\alpha$ serves as a damping factor to compensate for $\Pr_B[j \in B|i \in B]$ being high solely due to a high marginal probability $\Pr_B[j \in B]$ (if $j$ is an item that many people purchase, it will be similar to most items; $\alpha$ reduces this effect to bring items that are more uniquely similar to the top). This normalization hinders the ability to generate true predictions, but this is not a problem in unary domains due to the use of pseudo-predictions.

Notably, this function is not symmetric ($s(i_1,i_2)$ may not be the same as $s(i_2,i_1)$). Care must be taken that it is used in the correct orientation.

**Pearson correlation.** Pearson correlation has also been proposed for item–item recommendation, but does not seem to work as well as cosine similarity [130].

In order to optimize the recommender’s performance, it is important to normalize the ratings prior to computing the similarity matrix [14, 130]. In real-valued domains variation in ratings due to user ratings
bias (e.g., two users liking and disliking similar films, but one being a
cynic who rates average films 2.5/5 and the other an enthusiast who
rates the average film at 4/5) and item bias allows the collaborative
filter to focus on the more nuanced differences in user preference for
particular items. This can be accomplished by subtracting a baseline
prior to computing similarities (e.g., compute
similarities over ratings $\hat{r}_{u,i} = r_{u,i} - \mu - b_u - b_i$).

When applying cosine similarity in unary ratings domains, it can
be useful to normalize each user’s ratings vector $r_u$ to the unit vector
prior to computing item similarities. The effect of this adjustment is
that users who have purchased fewer items have more impact on the
similarity of the items they have purchased than users who have pur-
chased many items [38, 71].

Similarly, normalizing item similarity vectors (rows of $S$) to unit
vectors can be beneficial. This causes items with sparser neighborhoods
(fewer similar items) to have more influence in computing the final
predictions [38, 71].

### 2.3.3 Pre-computing and Truncating the Model

Due to the relatively static nature of item similarities when $|U| \gg |I|
(particularly when there are more ratings-per-item than ratings-per-
user), it is feasible to pre-compute item–item similarities and cache
the $k'$ most similar items to each item. Prediction can then be per-
formed quickly by looking up the similarity list for each item rated
by the current user and aggregating their similarities into a predicted
preference. Caching more items than are used in the similarity compu-
tation (so $k' > k$) is useful to increase the likelihood of having $k$ similar
items after items already rated by the user have been removed from
the candidate set.

Pre-computation and truncation is essential to deploying collabo-
rate filtering in practice, as it places an upper bound on the number
of items which must be considered to produce a recommendation and
eliminates the query-time cost of similarity computation. It comes with
the small expense of reducing the number of items for which predic-
tions can be generated (the coverage of the recommender), but the
unrecommendable items will usually have low predicted preferences anyway.

### 2.3.4 Example

Again using the example ratings in Figure 2.1, let us now compute C’s prediction for *Equilibrium* using item–item CF with cosine similarity. We compute the length ($L_2$ norm) of each movie’s vector, its norm with the vector $r_e$ for *Equilibrium*, and finally the cosine similarity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movie</th>
<th>$∥r∥_2$</th>
<th>$r \cdot r_e$</th>
<th>$r \cdot r_e$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Batman Begins</em> (b)</td>
<td>7.348</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Alice in Wonderland</em> (a)</td>
<td>8.544</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Dumb and Dumber</em> (d)</td>
<td>7.348</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Equilibrium</em> (e)</td>
<td>5.385</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

User C has rated all three other movies, but we will only use the most similar two when computing the prediction:

$$p_{C,e} = \frac{s(b,e) \cdot r_{C,b} + s(d,e) \cdot r_{C,d}}{|s(b,e)| + |s(d,e)|}$$

$$= \frac{0.607 \times 5 + 0.382 \times 2}{0.607 + 0.382}$$

$$= 3.84$$

### 2.4 Dimensionality Reduction

In both of the traditional collaborative filtering algorithms so far described, there are hints of viewing the user–item ratings domain as a vector space. With this view, however, the vectors are of extremely high dimension: an item is a $|U|$-dimensional vector with missing values of users’ preferences for it (similarly, a user is a $|I|$-dimensional vector). Further, there is redundancy in these dimensions, as both users and items will usually be divisible into groups with similar preference profiles (e.g., many science fiction movies will be liked to similar degrees by the same set of users). It is therefore natural to ask whether the dimensionality of the rating space can be reduced — can we find a smaller number of dimensions, ideally a constant number $k$, so that items and users can be represented by $k$-dimensional vectors?
In particular, we want to identify a set of $k$ topics so that user preferences for items can be expressed as a combination of the user’s interest in a topic (topic interest) and the extent to which each item is relevant to the topic (topic relevance). Some recommendation methods do this explicitly using content features, tags attached to the items, or user clustering or stereotyping. Latent semantic analysis, a technique pioneered in information retrieval, provides a way to do this decomposition using only the rating data. The topics are considered to be latent in the rating data.

In information retrieval, a document corpus can be represented as a term-document matrix where each cell is the number of times the given term occurs in a particular document. This results in high-dimensional representations of terms and documents, further complicated by the problems of synonymy (different terms having the same or similar meaning), polysemy (the same term having different meanings), and noise (documents or queries using terms incorrectly). Latent semantic analysis (LSA, also called latent semantic indexing or LSI) deals with these problems by using dimensionality reduction, in the form of truncated singular value decomposition (SVD), to extract the semantic relationships between documents latent in their use of vocabulary [16, 36]. SVD-based dimensionality reduction has since been adapted to collaborative filtering by Billsus and Pazzani [18], Sarwar et al. [128, 131], and many others.

### 2.4.1 Defining Singular Value Decomposition

For a matrix $\mathbf{M}$, its SVD is the factorization of $\mathbf{M}$ into three constituent matrices such that $\mathbf{M} = \mathbf{U} \Sigma \mathbf{T}^T$, $\Sigma$ is a diagonal matrix whose values $\sigma_i$ are the singular values of the decomposition, and both $\mathbf{U}$ and $\mathbf{T}$ are orthogonal. What this accomplishes is introducing an intermediate vector space represented by $\Sigma$. If $\mathbf{M}$ is the ratings matrix, $\Sigma \mathbf{T}^T$ transforms vectors from item-space into the intermediate vector space.

In the pure form of the SVD, $\mathbf{U}$ is $m \times k$, $\Sigma$ is $k \times k$, and $\mathbf{V}$ is $n \times k$, where $\mathbf{M}$ is $m \times n$ and has rank $\hat{k}$; this is not a significant gain. $\Sigma$ can, however, be truncated by only retaining the $k$ largest singular values to yield $\Sigma_k$. The resulting decomposition is an approximation
of $M$. Further, using the Frobenius norm as the measure of error, it is the best possible rank-$k$ approximation [36].

This truncation simultaneously achieves two goals. First, it decreases the dimensionality of the vector space, decreasing the storage and computational requirements for the model. Items and users can each be represented by $k$-dimensional vectors. Second, by dropping the smaller singular values, small perturbances as a result of noise in the data are eliminated, leaving only the strongest effects or trends in the model. In collaborative filtering, this noise can come as a result of other factors besides sheer preference playing a role in a user’s rating; decreasing the impact of noise improves our ability to provide high-quality recommendations.

Computing the SVD of the ratings matrix results in the following factorization, with $m = |U|$, $n = |I|$, and $\Sigma$ a $k \times k$ diagonal matrix (also shown in Figure 2.2):

$$ R \approx U \Sigma T^T $$

Once the rank-$k$ SVD of Equation (2.13) has been computed, it can be interpreted as an expression of the topic preference-relevance model. The rows of the $|U| \times k$ matrix $U$ are the users’ interest in each of the $k$ inferred topics, and the rows of $I$ are the item’s relevance for each topic. The singular values in $\Sigma$ are weights for the preferences, representing the influence of a particular topic on user–item preferences across the system. A user’s preference for an item, therefore, is the weighted sum of the user’s interest in each of the topics times that item’s relevance to the topic.

![Fig. 2.2 Singular value decomposition of the ratings matrix.](image-url)
2.4.2 Computing and Updating the SVD

In order to use SVD (or any matrix factorization method), it is necessary to first compute the matrix factorization. There are a variety of algorithms for computing singular value decompositions, including Lanczos’ algorithm, the generalized Hebbian algorithm, and expectation maximization [51, 81, 127].

Singular value decomposition is only well-defined when the matrix is complete. Therefore, to factor the ratings matrix, the missing values must be filled with some reasonable default (a method called imputation). Sarwar et al. [131] found the item’s average rating to be a useful default value (they tried user average as well, but item average performed better). Alternatively, the SVD can be computed over the normalized ratings matrix $\hat{R}$ (see Section 2.1) and the missing values considered to be 0.

Several methods have been proposed that compute an estimate of the SVD only on the known ratings, dropping the requirement to impute or otherwise account for missing ratings. Kurucz et al. [81] propose a least-squares method that learns a regression for each user. Another method that has become quite popular in the last few years is gradient descent [44, 110]. This method trains each topic $f$ in turn, using the following update rules ($\lambda$ is the learning rate, typically 0.001):

$$\Delta u_{j,f} = \lambda (r_{u,i} - p_{u,i})i_{k,f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14) \\
$$\Delta i_{k,f} = \lambda (r_{u,i} - p_{u,i})u_{j,f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

The gradient descent method for estimating the SVD also allows for regularization to prevent overfitting the resulting model. The resulting model will not be a true SVD of the rating matrix, as the component matrices are no longer orthogonal, but tends to be more accurate at predicting unseen preferences than the unregularized SVD. The regularization is accomplished by adding an additional term to the update rules in Equations (2.14) and (2.15) [44]. $\gamma$ is the regularization factor, typically 0.1–0.2.

$$\Delta u_{j,f} = \lambda ((r_{u,i} - p_{u,i})i_{k,f} - \gamma u_{j,f})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16) \\
$$\Delta i_{k,f} = \lambda ((r_{u,i} - p_{u,i})u_{j,f} - \gamma i_{k,f})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)
Prior to computing the SVD, the ratings can additionally be normalized, e.g., by subtracting the user’s mean rating or some other baseline predictor. This can improve both accuracy [131] and accelerate convergence of iterative methods [44].

Once the SVD is computed, it is necessary to update it to reflect new users, items, and ratings. A commonly used method for updating the SVD is folding-in; it works well in practice and allows users who were not considered when the ratings matrix was factored to receive recommendations and predictions [16, 129]. Folding-in operates by computing a new user-preference or topic-relevance vector for the new user or item but not recomputing the decomposition itself.

For a user $u$, folding-in computes their topic interest vector $\mathbf{u}$ such that $\pi_u \approx \mathbf{u}\Sigma T^T$. Given their rating vector $\mathbf{r}_u$, $\mathbf{u}$ can therefore be calculated as $\mathbf{u} = (\Sigma T^T)^{-1}\mathbf{r}_u = T\Sigma^{-1}\mathbf{r}_u$. Setting unknown ratings to 0 causes the folding-in process to ignore them, and a new user preference vector is now available. The same process works for item vectors, except $U$ is substituted for $T$.

As user and item vectors are updated with the folding-in process, the accuracy of the SVD will diminish over time. It is therefore necessary to periodically re-compute the complete factorization. In a deployed system, this can be done off-line during low-load times [129].

Brand [21] proposed an alternative method for building and maintaining the SVD based on rank-1 updates. His method produces fast, real-time updates of the SVD, bootstrapping the SVD with a dense portion of the data set. This dense portion can be extracted by sorting users and items to make a dense corner in the ratings matrix.

### 2.4.3 Generating Predictions

The predicted preference of user $u$ for item $i$ can be computed as the weighted dot product of the user-topic interest vector $\mathbf{u}$ and the item-topic relevance vector $\mathbf{i}$:

$$p_{u,i} = \sum_f u_f\sigma_{fi}$$

(2.18)

Recommendation can be done by ranking items in order of predicted preference. The user’s preference $p_u$ for all items can be computed
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Efficiently by multiplying their topic-interest vector with the scaled item matrix $\Sigma T^T$:

$$p_u = u\Sigma T^T$$ (2.19)

Recommendations and predictions for users who were not considered in the factorization can be computed by applying the folding-in process to compute a user preference vector given a rating vector.

2.4.4 Computing Similarities

Singular value decomposition can be used to generate user and item neighborhoods as well as predictions. User–user similarity can be computed using a vector similarity metric between the two users’ topic interest vectors (rows in $U$). Since $U$ is orthogonal, a dot product between two rows suffices to compute their cosine similarity. Item similarities can be found similarly by operating on rows of $T$ [36, 131].

These similarities can be used to compute neighborhoods which in turn produce recommendations [50, 128, 131]. Using neighborhoods to generate recommendations can be particularly useful in e-commerce domains with unary rating sets, as recommendations can be computed by summing the similarities of items to each of the items in the user’s shopping cart.

2.4.5 Normalization in SVD

As with item–item CF, it is beneficial to normalize ratings by subtracting baseline predictors prior to computing the model [44, 110]. When doing this, however, it is necessary to also use the baseline when computing predictions. In item–item CF, since the similarity computations are only used as weights applied to averaging the user’s other ratings, normalization in the prediction step is less important; with matrix factorization, the normalization is encoded into the decomposed matrix and therefore must be reversed at the prediction stage. If the baseline predictor $b_{u,i}$ has been subtracted from ratings prior to model computation, the prediction rule then becomes

$$p_{u,i} = b_{u,i} + \sum_f u_f \sigma_f i_f$$
2.4.6 Principle Component Analysis

Singular value decomposition is not the only matrix factorization method used for collaborative filtering. The Eigentaste algorithm used in Jester uses principle component analysis (PCA) on the dense matrix of user ratings for the “gauge set” of jokes rated by all users [50]. Eigentaste normalizes the subset of $R$ consisting of the ratings of gauge set jokes by the mean and standard deviation of the ratings of each joke, resulting in a normalized ratings matrix $\hat{R}$ ($\hat{r}_{u,i} = (r_{u,i} - \mu_i)/\sigma_i$, where $\mu_i$ is the mean rating for item $i$ and $\sigma_i$ the standard deviation of ratings of $i$). PCA then computes the correlation matrix $C = \frac{1}{|U| - 1}\hat{R}^T\hat{R}$ and a factorization $C = E^T\Lambda E$, where $\Lambda$ is a diagonal matrix with $\lambda_i$ being the $i$th eigenvalue of $C$. The top $k$ eigenvalues are retained, and the resulting factorization projects users into $k$-dimensional space. Eigentaste then clusters users in the $k$-dimensional space (with $k = 2$) by recursive rectangular clustering and recommends jokes based on the preferences of other users in a user’s cluster.

2.5 Probabilistic Methods

Besides the probabilistic item similarity functions discussed in *Computing Item Similarity*, several fully probabilistic formulations of collaborative filtering have been proposed and gained some currency. These methods generally aim to build probabilistic models of user behavior and use those models to predict future behavior. The core idea of probabilistic methods is to compute either $P(i|u)$, the probability that user $u$ will purchase or view item $i$, or the probability distribution $P(r_{u,i}|u)$ over user $u$’s rating of item $i$ (and the related problem $E[r_{u,i}]$, the expected value of $u$’s rating of $i$).

Cross-sell [73] uses pairwise conditional probabilities with the naïve Bayes assumption to do recommendation in unary e-commerce domains. Based on user purchase histories, the algorithm estimates
$P(a|b)$ (the probability that a user purchases $a$ given that they have purchased $b$) for each pair of items $a, b$. The user’s currently-viewed item or shopping basket is combined with these pairwise probabilities to recommend items optimizing the expected value of site-defined objective functions (such as profit or sales lift).

Personality diagnosis [112] is a probabilistic user model that assumes that a user’s ratings are a combination of their preference and Gaussian noise ($r_{u,i} \sim N(\pi_{u,i}, \sigma)$, where $\sigma$ is a parameter to the recommendation model). For a user $u$, the probability of their true preference profile being equal to that of each other user $u'$ ($P(\pi_u = r_{u'})$) is calculated and used to compute a probability distribution over ratings for items $u$ has not yet rated. Prediction and recommendation are both done by computing the expected value of the user’s rating using the resulting distribution.

2.5.1 Probabilistic Matrix Factorization

Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA, also called PLSI or probabilistic latent semantic indexing in the information retrieval literature) is a matrix factorization technique similar to singular value decomposition but arising from statistical probability theory rather than linear algebra [64, 65]. Jin et al. [67] applied it to mining web usage patterns; this led to its later application to recommender systems as a means to protect collaborative filtering results from manipulation by users Mobasher et al. [103].

The basis of PLSA is a probabilistic mixture model of user behavior, diagrammed with plate notation in Figure 2.3(a). PLSA decomposes the probability $P(i|u)$ by introducing a set $Z$ of latent factors. It assumes that the user selects an item to view or purchase by selecting a factor $z \in Z$ with probability $P(z|u)$ and then selecting an item with probability $P(i|z)$; $P(i|u)$ is therefore $\sum_z P(i|z)P(z|u)$. This has the effect of representing users as a mixture of preference profiles or feature preferences (represented as a probability distribution over factors), and attributing item preference to the preference profiles rather than directly to the users. The probabilities can be learned using approximation methods for Bayesian inference such as expectation
maximization [37]. The probabilities can be stored in matrices, so that
the preference matrix $P$ (where $p_{u,i} = P(i|u)$) is decomposed into

$$P = \hat{U}\Sigma\hat{T}^T$$

$\hat{U}$ is the matrix of the mixtures of preference profiles for each user
(so $\hat{u}_{u,z} = P(z|u)$) and $\hat{T}$ is the matrix of preference profile probabilities
of selecting various items. $\Sigma$ is a diagonal matrix such that $\sigma_z = P(z)$
(the marginal probability or global weight of factor $z$). This factorization
allows prediction to be done meaningfully in unary domains by
considering the probability that $u$ will purchase $i$, in contrast to item–
item unary recommendation where the psuedo-predictions were only
useful for ranking candidate items.

Hofmann [64] discusses in more detail the particular relationship
between PLSA and SVD. The end result — a factorization of the rat-
ings matrix into three component matrices — is quite similar, but the
SVD is determined by minimizing error while PLSA is computed by
maximizing the predictive power of the model. In the SVD, $U$ and $T$
are orthogonal matrices leading to a clear geometric or vector-space
interpretation of the model, while the PLSA component matrices $\hat{U}$
and $\hat{T}$ are stochastic matrices with a natural probabilistic interpreta-
tion mapping more directly to generative models of user behavior.

PLSA can be extended to model ratings as well as purchases by
introducing the rating $r_{u,i}$ as a new random variable and assuming
that it is dependent on the latent topic $z$ and either the specific user
or item under consideration, as shown in Figure 2.3(b) [65]. If the user
is used, then it is assumed that $u$’s preference for $i$ is determined only by their preference for the latent factors $z$ generating $i$; if the item is used, then all users with the same preference for a factor $z$ will have the same preference for any item generated by that factor, with variation dependent only on the individual items. The resulting networks can again be learned by expectation maximization.

Blei et al. [20] extended the PLSI aspect model by using a Dirichlet prior over user preferences for topics. This method is called *latent Dirichlet allocation* and yields a more thorough generative model that accounts not only for users purchasing items but also for users coming into the system’s knowledge. Users, represented by their preference for factors (the distribution $P(z|u)$), are considered to be instances of a random variable drawn from a Dirichlet distribution. This model, depicted in Figure 2.4, requires two parameters to be learned. For a model with $k$ factors, these are $\alpha$, a $k$-dimensional vector parameterizing the Dirichlet distribution from which users are drawn, and $\beta$, the $k \times |I|$ topic-item probability matrix (representing $P(i|z)$).

Another probabilistic method related to matrix factorization is *factor analysis* [27]. This method learns a probabilistic variant of a linear regression $R^T = \Lambda U + N$, where $\Lambda$ is an $|I| \times k$ model matrix; $U$, a $k \times |U|$ matrix of user preferences for each of $k$ different factors, and $N$, a Gaussian noise matrix. By using expectation maximization to learn $\Lambda$ and the variance of the distribution from which the elements of $N$ are drawn, a model can be computed for deducing user preferences for factors from ratings and using those preferences to produce recommendations.

![Fig. 2.4 LDA model of users and purchases.](image-url)
2.5.2 Machine Learning Methods

A variety of other methods, usually probabilistic, from the machine learning and artificial intelligence literature have also been applied to recommendation. Some formulations of recommendation can be studied as classifier problems [22]. Recommenders have been built using Bayesian networks [30, 157], Markov decision processes [136], and neural networks [125].

2.6 Hybrid Recommenders

It is natural to consider combining several different recommender algorithms into a hybrid recommender system [24]. In some applications, hybrids of various types have been found to outperform individual algorithms [146]. Hybrids can be particularly beneficial when the algorithms involved cover different use cases or different aspects of the data set. For example, item–item collaborative filtering suffers when no one has rated an item yet, but content-based approaches do not. A hybrid recommender could use description text similarity to match the new item with existing items based on metadata, allowing it to be recommended anyway, and increase the influence of collaborative filtering as users rate the item; similarly, users can be defined by the content of the items they like as well as the items themselves. Fab used such an approach, matching items against both the content of items liked by the user and the content of items liked by similar users [13].

Burke [24] provides a thorough analysis of hybrid recommender systems, grouping them into seven classes:

- **Weighted** recommenders take the scores produced by several recommenders and combine them to generate a recommendation list (or prediction) for the user.
- **Switching** recommenders switch between different algorithms and use the algorithm expected to have the best result in a particular context.
- **Mixed** recommenders present the results of several recommenders together. This is similar to weighting, but the results are not necessarily combined into a single list.
• **Feature-combining** recommenders use multiple recommendation data sources as inputs to a single meta-recommender algorithm.

• **Cascading** recommenders chain the output of one algorithm into the input of another.

• **Feature-augmenting** recommenders use the output of one algorithm as one of the input features for another.

• **Meta-level** recommenders train a model using one algorithm and use that model as input to another algorithm.

Hybrid recommenders proved to be quite powerful in the Netflix Prize: the winning entry was a hybrid of some 100 separate algorithms. One important development to come from the prize competition is **feature-weighted linear stacking**, a new weighting hybrid method used by some of the top-ranking teams. Many weighting algorithms use a linear combination of the predictions of many recommenders:

\[
p_{u,i} = \alpha_1 p_{u,i}^{(1)} + \cdots + \alpha_n p_{u,i}^{(n)}
\]  

(2.20)

Feature-weighted linear stacking replaces each coefficient \(\alpha_j\) with a function \(g_j\) of item meta-features, such as number of ratings or genre, to alter the blending ratio of the various algorithms’ predictions on an item-by-item basis:

\[
p_{u,i} = g_1(i)p_{u,i}^{(1)} + \cdots + g_n(i)p_{u,i}^{(n)}
\]  

(2.21)

This allows, for example, the relative weights of item–item CF and actor list similarity to shift based on the number of ratings an item has received.

### 2.7 Selecting an Algorithm

The various algorithms presented each have their strengths and weaknesses. User–user and item–item CF algorithms are well-understood, easy to implement, and provide reasonable performance in most cases. User-based algorithms tend to be more tractable when there are more items than users, and item-based when the situation is reversed. Both methods also require minimal offline computation at the expense of
somewhat greater computational demands when recommendations are needed (precomputing item–item CF improves query-time performance at the expense of more offline computation). User–user CF seems to provide greater serendipity in its recommendations; in the case of MovieLens, this resulted in greater user satisfaction.

Matrix factorization methods require expensive offline model computation steps. The resulting models, however, are very fast for online use (prediction is simply a dot product). They are also capable of reducing the impact of ratings noise and can hamper the ability of users to manipulate the output of the system by decreasing their direct impact on each others’ ratings. Probabilistic models are applicable when the recommendation process should follow models of user behavior.

In the end, the appropriate algorithm for a particular application should be selected based on a combination of the characteristics of the target domain and context of use, the computational performance requirements of the application, and the needs of the users of the system. User Information Needs discusses various needs users may have from the recommender system. Understanding more fully what needs are best met by what algorithms is a subject of ongoing research.
When developing a recommender system, either a new algorithm or a new application, it is useful to be able to evaluate how well the system works. Since recommendation is usually a means to some other goal (user satisfaction, increased sales, etc.), testing ultimately needs to take this into account and measure the intended effect. However, it can be costly to try algorithms on real sets of users and measure the effects. Further, measuring some desired effects may be intractable or impossible, resulting in the need for plausible proxies.

In the recommender systems literature, offline algorithmic evaluations frequently play a major role. There has also been work on evaluation methods themselves [61]. It is common to use offline analysis to pre-test algorithms in order to understand their behavior prior to user testing as well as to select a small set of candidates for user testing from a larger pool of potential designs. Since user trials can be expensive to conduct, it is useful to have methods for determining what algorithms are expected to perform the best before involving users. Offline evaluation is also beneficial for performing direct, objective comparisons of different algorithms in a reproducible fashion.

This section describes commonly used data sets for offline evaluations of recommender algorithms, the basic structure of these
evaluations, and metrics that are used to evaluate performance. It concludes with a brief discussion of online evaluations of recommender performance.

### 3.1 Data Sets

Many recommender systems are developed in particular contexts, and their evaluations will be on data sets relevant to that context or on internal data sets. There are, however, several data sets that are publicly available and are widely used in evaluating recommenders. They form a basis on which the raw numeric performance of new algorithms can be compared against known performance of existing systems in a consistent environment, and can serve as a preliminary testing domain in building a system for which no directly relevant data is available.

One of the early publicly available data sets was the EachMovie data set. The DEC Systems Research Center operated a movie recommender system called EachMovie; when the system was shut down in 1997, an anonymized version of the data set was made available.\(^1\) This data set consisted of 2.8 M user ratings of movies.

The MovieLens movie recommender, operated by GroupLens research, was bootstrapped from the EachMovie data set [35]. It has since made three data sets available: one with 100 K timestamped user ratings of movies, another with 1 M ratings, and a third containing 10 M ratings and 100 K timestamped records of users applying tags to movies.\(^2\) The ratings in the MovieLens data set are user-provided star ratings, from 0.5 to 5 stars; older data sets have a granularity of 1-star, while newer ones have 1/2 star granularity.

The Jester data set is a set of user ratings of jokes collected from the Jester joke recommender system [50]. It consists of two data sets: one has ratings of 100 jokes from 73,421 users between April 1999 and May 2003, and the other has ratings of 150 jokes from 63,974 users between Nov 2006 and May 2009. These ratings are continuous ratings in the range \([-10, 10]\).\(^3\) As a result of the “gauge set” required by the

---

\(^1\) The EachMovie data set was later withdrawn in 2004.

\(^2\) The MovieLens data sets are available at http://www.grouplens.org/node/73.

\(^3\) The Jester data set is available at http://eigentaste.berkeley.edu/dataset/.
Eigentaste algorithm, a portion of the Jester data set is dense: there is a small set of jokes that almost every user has rated.

The BookCrossing data set is a collection of book ratings with some demographic information about users, collected from the book sharing and discussion site bookcrossing.com [156].\textsuperscript{4} It contains over 1.1 M ratings from 279 K users for 271 K books. The ratings are a mix of explicit real-valued (1–10) and implicit unary ratings.

The Netflix data set, made available in 2006 as a part of the Netflix Prize [15], has been widely used as a large-scale data set for evaluating recommenders. It consists of over 100 M datestamped ratings of 17 K movies from 480 K users, with some perturbation applied to the ratings in an attempt to preserve privacy. The data set was withdrawn in late 2009 after publicity surrounding research to de-anonymize anonymized data sets [41, 105].

There are also other data sets in circulation from various sources. Yahoo! Research operates one such collection, providing a variety of data sets collected from Yahoo! services.

3.2 Offline Evaluation Structure

The basic structure for offline evaluation is based on the train-test setup common in machine learning. It starts with a data set, typically consisting of a collection of user ratings or histories and possibly containing additional information about users and/or items. The users in this data set are then split into two groups: the training set and the test set. A recommender model is built against the training set. The users in the test set are then considered in turn, and have their ratings or purchases split into two parts, the query set and the target set. The recommender is given the query set as a user history and asked to recommend items or to predict ratings for the items in the target set; it is then evaluated on how well its recommendations or predictions match with those held out in the query. This whole process is frequently repeated as in \( k \)-fold cross-validation by splitting the users into \( k \) equal

\textsuperscript{4}The BookCrossing data set is available at http://www.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~cziegler/BX/.
sets and using each set in turn as the test set with the union of all other sets as the training set. The results from each run can then be aggregated to assess the recommender’s overall performance, mitigating the effects of test set variation [53].

This form of offline analysis has formed the basis of many evaluations of collaborative filtering, starting with [22]. Herlocker et al. [61] used this method as the basis for a comparative analysis of various evaluation methods and metrics.

Further refinements to the offline evaluation model take advantage of the temporal aspects of timestamped data sets to provide more realistic offline simulations of user interaction with the service. A simple temporal refinement is to use time rather than random sampling to determine which ratings to hold out from a test user’s profile [53]; this captures any information latent in the order in which the user provided ratings. Further realism can be obtained by restricting the training phase as well, so that in predicting a rating or making a recommendation at time $t$, the recommendation algorithm is only allowed to consider those ratings which happened prior to $t$ [25, 53, 85]. This comes at additional computational expense, as any applicable model must be continually updated or re-trained as the evaluation works its way through the data set, but allows greater insight into how the algorithm performs over time.

### 3.3 Prediction Accuracy

When testing recommender algorithms that are based on predicting user preference against a data set that expresses real-valued user ratings (such as the star ratings in MovieLens or the continuous ratings in Jester), measuring the accuracy of predicted values with respect to the held-out ratings is a natural starting point for evaluating recommender output.

A straightforward method of measuring the recommendation quality is to measure the *mean absolute error* (MAE) [22, 58, 59, 112, 137], sometimes also called absolute deviation. This method simply takes the mean of the absolute difference between each prediction and rating for all held-out ratings of users in the test set. If there are $n$ held-out
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ratings, the MAE is computed as follows:

$$\frac{1}{n} \sum_{u,i} |p_{u,i} - r_{u,i}|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

MAE is in the same scale of the original ratings: on a 5-star scale represented as by integers in [1, 5], an MAE of 0.7 means that the algorithm, on average, was off by 0.7 stars. This is useful for understanding the results in a particular context, but makes it difficult to compare results across data sets as they have differing rating ranges (an error of 0.7 is more consequential when ratings are in [1, 5] than when they are in [−10, 10]). The normalized mean absolute error (NMAE) [50] is sometimes used to address this deficiency. NMAE normalizes errors by dividing by the range of possible ratings ($r_{\text{high}}$ and $r_{\text{low}}$ are the maximum and minimum ratings in the system, respectively), resulting in a metric in the range [0, 1] for all rating scales:

$$\frac{1}{n(r_{\text{high}} - r_{\text{low}})} \sum_{u,i} |p_{u,i} - r_{u,i}|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

NMAE results are harder to interpret in terms of the original ratings scale but are comparable across data sets with different ratings scales. They are therefore useful in measuring the impact of aspects of the data set on the performance of a recommender.

Root mean squared error (RMSE) [61] is a related measure that has the effect of placing greater emphasis on large errors: on a 5-star scale, the algorithm is penalized more for being 2 stars off in a single prediction than for being off by 1/4 of a star 8 times. It is computed like MAE, but squares the error before summing it:

$$\sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{u,i} (p_{u,i} - r_{u,i})^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

Like MAE, RMSE is in the same scale as the original ratings. Famously, it was the measure chosen for the Netflix Prize: the $1M prize was awarded for a 10% improvement in RMSE over Netflix’s internal algorithm. It can also be normalized for the rating scale like NMAE by multiplying by $1/(r_{\text{high}} - r_{\text{low}})$. 

Equations (3.1)–(3.3) all describe measuring the accuracy across the entire data set at once. They can also be adapted to compute the average error for each user and aggregate the average errors to compute a score across the entire test set. Overall and per-user aggregation can result in different relative performance measures for algorithms. Aggregating by user provides a measurement of how users will experience the system, while overall aggregation gets at how the system will perform in general. Examining the error distribution by user or by item can be useful for identifying particular strong or weak areas for the recommender, either in user taste or item type.

All three of these prediction accuracy measures effectively measure the same thing. Which one to use depends on how the results are to be compared and presented (MAE vs. NMAE) or whether the additional penalty for large errors is desired ([N]MAE vs. [N]RMSE). They are only useful, however, for evaluating a recommender on the predict task. They also have the drawback of treating errors equivalently across items, while the error on low-importance items is likely to have less impact on user experience than the error on popular or important items.

To compute a single metric of predictive accuracy, we recommend RMSE due to its increased penalty for gross prediction errors. If metrics need to be compared between data sets, it can be normalized in the same manner as NMAE.

Predictive accuracy metrics focus on the predict task, but can also be indicative of a recommender’s performance for recommendation as well. Koren [79] showed that, for a selection of algorithms, the ones with better RMSE performance also were more consistent at recommending movies users liked over randomly selected movies.

### 3.4 Accuracy Over Time

MAE and related metrics provide a static view of the predictive performance of a recommender system outside of time. Often, though, the performance of the recommender over time is interesting: does the recommender generate better results as more users use it? For individual users, how does accuracy change as they add more ratings?
This has led to the proposal of temporal versions of MAE and RMSE. Time-averaged RMSE \cite{85} requires that predictions be performed in temporal sequence using only ratings before the current time \( t \), as discussed by Gunawardana and Shani \cite{53}, and computes the RMSE over all predictions generated up to time \( t \). Equation (3.4) shows this computation, with \( n_t \) being the number of ratings computed up through time \( t \) and \( t_{u,i} \) being the time of rating \( r_{u,i} \).

\[
\text{TA-RMSE}_t = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n_t} \sum_{p_{u,i} : t_{u,i} \leq t} (p_{u,i} - r_{u,i})^2}
\] (3.4)

Lathia \cite{84} also proposes windowed and sequential versions of this metric, restricting the time-averaging to ratings within a window or simply computing the average error in a window, respectively. Burke \cite{25} proposes Temporal MAE, an MAE version of Lathia’s sequential RMSE, and another metric called Profile MAE which provides a user-centric view of error over time. Profile MAE computes how individual users experience the recommender, showing how the error in the predictions changes as they add ratings. It is also computed by considering each rating in temporal order, but averages error over the number of items in the user’s profile at the time of prediction rather than by user or time window.

### 3.5 Ranking Accuracy

For contexts where ranked lists of items are produced and item rankings can be extracted from the user’s rating data, the algorithm’s capacity to produce rankings that match the user’s can be measured.

Two ways of measuring this are with Pearson correlation or Spearman rank correlation coefficients. As noted by Herlocker et al. \cite{61}, however, the Spearman rank correlation metric suffers when the recommender makes distinctions between items that the user ranks at the same level. These metrics also penalize inaccuracy in the tail of the recommendation list, which the user will likely never see, to the same degree as inaccuracy in the top-predicted items.

Another metric for evaluating ranking accuracy is the half-life utility metric \cite{22}. It measures the expected utility of a ranked
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The recommendation list, based on the assumption that users are more likely to look at items higher in the list; this assumption is reasonable for many real systems such as e-commerce sites. It requires two parameters: a half-life $\alpha$, such that the probability of a user viewing a recommendation with rank $\alpha$ is 0.5, and a default rating $d$. $d$ should be selected to indicate neutrality, providing neither benefit for the user; it can be the user’s mean rating, the system’s overall mean rating, or some fixed neutral/ambivalent point in the rating scale. In unary domains, where this metric is most frequently applied, $d$ can be 0 for “not purchased”, with purchased items having a rating $r_{u,i} = 1$.

The half-life expected utility $R_u$ of the recommendation list for a user $u$ is defined in Equation (3.5). $k_i$ is the 1-based rank at which item $i$ appears.

$$R_u = \sum_i \frac{\max(r_{u,i} - d, 0)}{2^{(k_i-1)/(\alpha-1)}}$$ (3.5)

In order to measure the performance of a recommender across users, this metric is normalized by the maximum achievable utility $R_u^{\max}$ for each user, resulting in a value in $[0, 1]$ representing the fraction of potential utility achieved. $R_u^{\max}$ is the utility achieved by listing the best items for the user in order. The normalization is needed to compensate for different users having different potential utilities; one way this can happen is as a result of some users having more purchases to predict than others. The overall score $R$ is given by Equation (3.6).

$$R = \frac{\sum_u R_u}{\sum_u R_u^{\max}}$$ (3.6)

Half-life utility can be difficult to apply and compare, as it depends on choosing $\alpha$ and $d$ appropriately. The work of Agichtein et al. [2] is helpful for approximating $\alpha$ in the absence of domain-specific data; their analysis of search query logs shows that 50% of search result clicks are on the top 5 items, making $\alpha = 5$ a reasonable starting point.

Half-life utility suffers from the further drawback of penalizing recommendations of mildly-disliked and adamantly hated items equivalently if $d$ is a rating value indicating ambivalence about an item [61]. However, in domains suggesting natural values for the parameters, its
focus on providing the highest-utility items at the beginning of the list
make it a powerful tool for measuring the ability of a recommender
to provide maximum value to users. Variants of it can be particularly
useful if more nuanced utility functions are available to substitute for
\( \max(r_{u,i} - d, 0) \).

3.6 Decision Support Metrics

Recommender performance, particularly in unary domains such as pur-
chase histories, can also be evaluated in the precision-recall framework
of information retrieval derived from statistical decision theory [126].
This framework examines the capacity for a retrieval system to accu-
rately identify resources relevant to a query, measuring separately its
capacity to find all relevant items and avoid finding irrelevant items.
Figure 3.1 shows the confusion matrix, depicting the relationship of
these concepts. Recommenders are evaluated with retrieval metrics by
operating in a unary purchase domain, holding some items out of the
user’s profile, and considering the held-out purchased items to be rele-
vant to a query consisting of their remaining profile [22, 61, 131]. These
metrics can also be applied in non-unary ratings domains by using a
rating threshold to distinguish between liked and disliked items.

To be applied robustly, all of these measures require a fully-coded
corpus where every item is known to be either relevant or irrelevant to
the query under consideration. In recommender evaluation, however,
that data is not generally available — if an item has not been purchased,
it could be because the user does not like the item, or it could be because
they were unaware of it. If the recommender returns an item outside the
held-out target set, it still could be a relevant item. Care must be taken,
therefore, when designing and evaluating precision-recall assessments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Relevant</th>
<th>Irrelevant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrieved</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not retrieved</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3.1 Retrieval confusion matrix.
of recommender systems; nevertheless, it can be a useful framework for understanding recommender performance.

The core metrics in precision-recall evaluations are the precision \( P \), the fraction of items returned by the recommender that are purchased \( \frac{TP}{TP+FP} \), and the recall \( R \), the fraction of purchased items returned by the recommender \( \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \) [126]. Figure 3.2 shows how these metrics relate to the confusion matrix. Since recommenders and retrieval systems typically return ranked lists, these are usually computed for some fixed recommendation list length \( N \) or sometimes for a threshold score. For a given system, precision and recall are inversely related and dependent on \( N \), so comparing results between recommenders can be cumbersome [61]; however, the combination can provide more insight into the particular behavior of an algorithm than single-number measures. Different user tasks require different tradeoffs between precision and recall — a user looking for a movie recommendation likely only cares that they get a good movie (high precision), while a lawyer looking for legal precedent needs to find all relevant cases (high recall). Herlocker et al. [61] classify these two disparate needs as “Find Good Items” and “Find All Good Items”.

Precision and recall can be simplified into a single metric, the \( F_1 \) metric [124, 153], which has been used to evaluate recommender systems [131]:

\[
F_1 = \frac{2PR}{P + R}
\]

\( F_1 \) blends precision and recall with equal weight. The resulting number makes comparison between algorithms and across data sets easy, but does not facilitate more nuanced comparisons where one of the two measures is more important than the other.

---

**Fig. 3.2** Precision (a) and recall (b) in the confusion matrix.
Precision and recall also ignore the lower right quadrant of the confusion matrix — the true negatives, those items correctly identified as irrelevant or disliked. In order to incorporate that quadrant into a metric, a similar pair of metrics called sensitivity and specificity can be used \[83\]. Figure 3.3 shows these metrics. Sensitivity is equivalent to recall (the true positive rate) while specificity measures the fraction of irrelevant items correctly discarded (the true negative rate).

A related but more comprehensive comparison method is the relative operating characteristic (ROC, also called receiver operating characteristic) curve \[142\]. This curve is derived from sensitivity and specificity and plots sensitivity against the complement of the specificity. As the length of the recommendation list increases, more items are included, until the entire item set (including all relevant and irrelevant items) has been returned. ROC curves effectively describe the relationship of precision and recall across the range of their tradeoff, showing how the recall of the system increases as precision requirements decrease. Figure 3.4 shows some sample ROC curves. A recommender which randomly returns items will, on average, plot a straight diagonal line; curves above the line are better than random. The further to the upper-left corner of the plot the curve reaches, the better the recommender performs. A perfect recommender (which returns all target items before any irrelevant items) will plot a vertical line to \((0,0,1.0)\) and a horizontal line to \((1.0,1.0)\).

The ROC curve can also be used to derive a single numeric measure of performance by computing the area under the curve, called Swet’s A-measure or AUC; a perfect recommender will achieve an AUC of 1. AUC is limited, as a given recommender system will operate a particular ratio of precision to recall or will move along the curve as the user explores longer recommendation lists. It is useful, however, for
quantifying the tradeoff in precision necessary to increase recall with a particular system, measuring in some sense the “efficiency” of the recommender.

ROC curves are good for performing detailed assessments of the performance of particular algorithms. Comparing them, however, is challenging, particularly for large numbers of algorithms. Therefore, precision/recall, $F_1$, and AUC are useful for assessing relative performance of various algorithms in decision support contexts at the expense of oversimplifying recommendation performance.

3.7 Online Evaluation

Offline evaluation, while useful for comparing recommender performance and gaining understanding into how various algorithms behave, is limited in a variety of ways [88, 89, 98]. It is limited to operating on data regarding past behavior — a leave-N-out recommender trial measures only the ability to recommend items the user found somehow. Further, there is a selection bias in historical rating data, as users are more likely to consume and therefore be able to rate items
they perceive to be good. Time-based methods compensate for this somewhat, but offline evaluations are incapable of measuring the recommender’s ability to recommend good items that the user did not eventually find somehow. They also cannot measure how users respond to recommendations or how recommendations impact business concerns. Recommendation algorithms with similar numeric performance have been known to return observably different results [97, 146], and a decrease in error may or may not make the system better at meeting the user’s needs. The only way to accurately assess these factors is to do an online evaluation — to try a system with real users.

Online evaluations come in a variety of forms. Field trials — where a recommender is deployed in a live system and the users’ subsequent interactions with the system are recorded — enable the designer to see how users interact with the recommender and change their behavior in “real” environments. Since many recommenders are provided in web-based contexts, page views, interface clicks, rating behavior, and purchase behavior can be measured and used to assess the impact of the recommender. Field trials, frequently in the form of A/B tests, are commonly used in commercial recommender deployments where sites have already established user bases and can test a new algorithm or other site change on a small subset of their users [76, 77]. Amazon and Google are well-known for using A/B testing in refining and evaluating their services. Field trials can also be used to measure other aspects of system performance such as recommender accuracy in response to a change in the system [117]. When combined with user surveys, they can be used to assess user satisfaction and other subjective qualities. Recommender effectiveness with respect to business concerns can also be measured in field trials using a variety of measurements used to evaluate marketing campaigns [31].

Virtual lab studies are another common method for evaluating recommender systems. They can be used without access to a live user base, and are therefore useful for testing new ideas for which no deployed application exists or is available. They generally have a small number of users who are invited to participate, and can take the form of interaction with a full application [19] or a survey structured around the recommender [29, 39, 118, 146]. Virtual lab studies, while they provide
a great deal of flexibility and control in designing an experiment for testing a recommender, create an artificial interaction that may affect the applicability of the results to real applications.

Traditional in-lab studies are also used to evaluate recommender systems [141], but virtual lab studies and field trials are generally more common.

Many uses of online evaluation, such as measuring accepted recommendations, page views, conversions, or sales lift, are well-understood. Well-constructed surveys can help get at many other aspects of recommender quality and utility. Determining ways to measure more subtle aspects of recommender quality and user satisfaction is the subject of ongoing research. Shani and Gunawardana [135] describe many aspects of online and offline evaluations, and more work is needed to come up with good ways to assess recommender’s ability to meet user’s needs. *User Information Needs* discusses in more detail what some of these needs are and surveys research on addressing them.
Building the Data Set

In order to provide recommendations to users, simply having a recommender algorithm is not sufficient. The algorithm needs a data set on which to operate — a ratings matrix (or its functional equivalent) must somehow be obtained from the users of a system. Brusilovsky [23] provides a summary of how this is necessary in the broader space of adaptive user experiences: the system must collect data about users in order to model their preferences and needs and ultimately provide them with a customized experience (in the present case, customized recommendations or preference predictions).

The need for preference data can be decomposed into two types of information needs. The system needs to know something about users’ preferences: what items (or types of items) does each user prefer? It also needs to know something about items: what kinds of users like or dislike each item? This breakdown is perhaps clearest when thinking of matrix decomposition models for recommendation: the user–item preferences are factored into a set of characteristics, user preferences for those characteristics, and those characteristics’ applicability to various items. These needs are also present in other models to varying extents: the item–item CF model, for instance, needs to know what items are
liked by the same users (a combination of “what users like this item?” and “what other items are liked by these users?”) as well as the current user’s preferences.

These information needs come up in the recommender systems literature primarily under the guise of the cold-start problem. The cold-start problem, in general, is the problem of providing recommendations when there is not yet data available on which to base those predictions. It takes two flavors:

- **Item cold-start**, where a new item has been added to the database (e.g., when a new movie or book is released) but has not yet received enough ratings to be recommendable [133].
- **User cold-start**, where a new user has joined the system but their preferences are not yet known [34].

The bootstrap problem, where a system has no information about any user preferences, is an extreme intersection of both aspects of the cold-start problem.

Not only does a recommender system need data, it needs that data to be of high quality in order to provide useful recommendations. If it does not accurately know user preferences, its ability to generate useful recommendations can suffer — prediction error is lower-bounded by the error in user ratings [62]. Rating error ($|r_{u,i} - \pi_{u,i}|$, the difference between users’ ratings and their true preferences) can be divided into two categories: natural noise, where user ratings differ from true preference due to error in the rating collection process, and malicious noise, discrepant ratings introduced for the purpose of manipulating the system’s recommendations or predictions [109]. In this section, we are only concerned with natural noise; malicious noise will be taken up in Robustness when we discuss security implications of recommender systems.

### 4.1 Sources of Preference Data

Preference data (ratings) comes from two primary sources. Explicit ratings are preferences the user has explicitly stated for particular items. Implicit “ratings” are inferred by the system from observable user activity, such as purchases or clicks.
Many recommender systems, in both academic and commercial settings, obtain ratings by having users explicitly state their preferences for items. These stated preferences are then used to estimate the user’s preference for items they have not rated. From a system-building perspective, this is a straightforward method and avoids potentially difficult inference problems for user preferences. It suffers, however, from the drawback that there can, for many reasons, be a discrepancy between what the users say and what they do.

Preferences can also be inferred from user behavior [106]. In the Usenet domain, this has been examined by using newsgroup subscriptions [69] and user actions such as time spent reading, saving or replying, and copying text into new articles [104]. Konstan et al. found a substantial correlation between the time a user spent reading a Usenet article and his/her rating of that article [78], further supporting the idea that observable user behavior can be a useful source of preference information. Consumption behavior has also been extended beyond reading domains: while not a collaborative recommender system, the Intelligent Music Management System plugs in to a user’s music player and automatically infers the user’s preference for various songs in their library as they skip them or allow them to play to completion [52]. The PHOAKS system mined Usenet articles for another form of implicit preference data: mentions of URLs. It used the frequency with which URLs are mentioned in Usenet articles to provide recommendations for web resources [63]. In e-commerce domains, implicit feedback in the form of page views and item purchases is the primary source of preference data for recommendation [87].

System designers and analysts must be careful when using implicit data to understand the mapping between system-visible user identities (frequently accounts) and actual people. Users of e-commerce systems, for example, will often purchase items as gifts for others. Those purchases and related activity do not necessarily communicate anything about the user’s tastes. Users will also share accounts on many systems; a family may have a single Amazon.com account, for instance, thus providing the system with an ill-defined aggregate of several people’s preferences. Netflix deals with this problem by allowing each account to have multiple profiles with separate ratings, queues, and recommendations.
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O’Mahony et al. [109] argue that observed or inferred preference information is expected to be noisier than explicitly provided data. It is possible, however, that inference can build a more accurate long-term profile of a user’s taste than they themselves can articulate.

Explicit and implicit rating data are not mutually exclusive. Systems can incorporate both into the recommendation process. Most recommender systems are capable of collecting some implicit information at least through page views. As rating mechanisms become increasingly prevalent in a variety of web sites, particularly e-commerce sites, further hybrid data becomes available to the operator of those services. Amazon.com makes use of both explicit and implicit data in providing its various recommendations.

Rating data can also be obtained from external sources, although this data may not be identifiably connected to users of the recipient system. In systems with few users or brand-new systems facing the bootstrapping problem, external data sources can be particularly valuable in getting initial preference data to actually be able to make recommendations. MovieLens did this by bootstrapping with the EachMovie data set [35].

Preference data can also be taxonomized based on its relationship to the user’s experience of the item. Table 4.1 shows how the experience relation relates to implicit and explicit data with some examples.

- **Consumption ratings** are provided when the user has just consumed (or is consuming) the item in question. These ratings are particularly common in online streaming media environments, such as the Pandora music recommender or Netflix instant streaming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1. Types of preference data.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumption</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Memory ratings are provided based on the user’s memory of experiencing the item. When a user watches a movie at the theater and then rates it on MovieLens or MoviePilot, they are providing a memory rating.

• Expectation ratings are provided when the user has not yet experienced the item (and may never experience it) but is willing to provide a rating anyway. One example is rating housing options — the user will likely only have the means and opportunity to truly experience one housing situation, but may provide ratings on other house advertisements indicating their level of appeal to the user.

In some ways, consumption ratings are the most reliable, as the item is fresh in the user’s mind. Memory ratings are also based on experience, so the user has a fuller set of data on which to base their rating than in the expectation case, but their impression of the item may not be accurately remembered or may be influenced by various external factors [68]. Expectation ratings are the most limited, as the user has not experienced the item and thus is rating it based only on the information presented about it combined with whatever prior knowledge they may have. They can still be useful, however, particularly in high-cost domains.

4.2 Rating Scales

Mapping user preference to a rating scale is not an easy task. While utility theory shows that there is a real-valued mapping for the preferences of any rational agent [149], it is not necessarily easy for users to express their preferences in this way. Further, preference is not a function only of the item: contextual factors such as time, mood, and social environment can influence a user’s preference, so provided ratings may contain information about the context in which the user experienced the item and, in the case of memory ratings, intervening events or changes of mind as well as their preference for the item itself.

Recommender systems over the years have used (and continue to use) a wide variety of different scales and methods for collect-
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Fig. 4.1 The MovieLens 5-star rating interface. The page also contains a legend, defining 1 to 5 stars as “Awful”, “Fairly Bad”, “It’s OK”, “Will Enjoy”, and “Must See”.

Many of these systems are numeric scales of some kind: GroupLens used a 5-star scale [119], Jester uses a semi-continuous −10 to +10 graphical scale [50], and Ringo used a 7-star scale [137]; Figure 4.1 shows a 5-star scale as deployed in MovieLens. These scales are appealing to the system designer, as they provide an integral or real-valued rating that is easy to use in computations. They also benefit from the body of research on Likert scales in the survey design and analysis literature [9, 43, 45].

Explicitly numeric scales are not the only scales in use. Some systems use a “like”/“dislike” method — the Pandora music recommender provides thumbs-up and thumbs-down buttons which can be used to request more songs like the current song or ban the current song from the station. The Yahoo Launch music player used a real-valued “like” rating (0–100) in combination with a “ban” button [34]. MovieCritic.com had users rank films and derived ratings from these rankings.

Cosley et al. [34] found that users prefer finer-grained scales when rating movies, and that scale had little impact on user ratings (users rated items consistently even when using different scales). That work also found that the rating scale had little impact on prediction accuracy. Therefore, using fine-grained scales (such as allowing 1/2 star ratings) makes sense as users prefer it and it does not harm recommender accuracy. There is little research into the particular impact of rating interfaces in other contexts. Intuitively, simple like/dislike scales seem useful in systems such as real-time music recommenders where
the user actually experiences the item rather than receiving a list of suggestions. It is important to include both like and dislike, however; in a study of user rating behavior for movie tags, Sen et al. [134] found that users with both “like” and “dislike” buttons provided more ratings than users with only one rating option, and users who had a “dislike” button but no “like” button provided far more ratings than users whose only option was “like”.

When implicit ratings are collected, the observed user events must be translated into computationally useful estimators of preference [106]. Purchases, page views, and data such as the mention data used by PHOAKS are frequently treated as unary ratings data: purchased items have a “rating” of 1 and other items have unknown ratings [71]. With unary ratings, all that is known is that the user purchased a particular set of products: the fact that the seller does not have any information on a user’s interest in other products does not imply that the user does not like those products. They may be unaware of the existence of unpurchased products (a situation the recommender likely aims to change), or they may have purchased them from a different vendor. Therefore, while a purchase can be considered a vote for a product, a lack-of-purchase alone may not be considered a vote against.

Other forms of data, such as the time spent on a page, also provide useful data points for inferring user preference. In the Usenet domain, time spent reading an article correlates strongly with the user finding that article interesting [78, 104]. It can be beneficial to consider a variety of observable user activities, particularly to discern the user’s interest in an item they have not purchased in a commerce domain.

4.3 Soliciting Ratings

Beyond the input method used for providing ratings, there are also questions to consider in selecting which items to ask or encourage users to rate. To optimize individual user experience, a recommender system should provide quality recommendations with as enjoyable a rating experience as possible; in some cases, that may mean minimizing the effort required from the user, but requiring work users perceive as meaningful can result in higher user loyalty [96]. It should also provide an
enjoyable experience for the user. Therefore, when a new user joins the system, conducting the initial “interview” strategically, aiming to maximize the information gained about the user’s tastes for the items presented for rating, can provide a smooth initial user experience. This is not the only consideration, however — recommender systems have multiple users, and collaborative filtering depends on knowing as many users’ preferences for items as possible. Therefore, interview strategies can also attempt to improve the system’s ability to serve the user base as a whole by asking users to rate items for which few ratings have been collected. Further, new users are not the only entities about which information needs to be collected. New items also present a problem, and the system has the opportunity to strategically present them to existing users to gain an understanding of their appeal profile.

Information and decision theory provide some insight into how this problem can be approached. Value-of-information (VOI) calculations can be used, based on estimated improvement in prediction accuracy, to ask the user to rate items that provide the system with the highest expected improvement in quality [112]. Entropy-based measures can also be used, determining which items will likely provide the system with the most information about the user’s taste [117]. The user’s preference for a movie with high variance in ratings tells the system more about that user’s taste than their preference for a movie with more uniform ratings. Entropy alone, however, is not sufficient, as there may be many items with high information value that the user is unable to rate. Therefore, a probability that the user will be able to rate the item must also be factored in to the decision process; Rashid et al. [117] used the popularity of items, asking the user to rate items that were both popular and had high information value. The structure of the resulting formula is similar to value-of-information, maximizing the expected information gain.

The cost of consuming items is also a factor in the ability of a system to solicit user ratings and fill in user taste profiles. Movies, for example, have a higher cost of consumption than songs — even if the media is free, it takes around 2 hours to watch a movie while many songs last only 3–4 minutes. Therefore, a movie recommender is likely to depend on finding movies users have seen in order to collect ratings
(thus relying predominantly on memory ratings). A music recommender can have more flexibility — systems like Pandora or Launch.com can actually play the song for the user to get their opinion of it rather than just giving them a title and artist. Similarly, Jester has users rate jokes based on reading the joke; the small cost of reading a joke allows Jester to present the same starting set of jokes to each user to build an initial version of their preference profile [50]. These systems are therefore able to make greater use of consumption ratings. Some domains, such as house or car purchases, have potentially very high cost, where items are expensive and their true utility is not fully known until they have been used for an extended period of time. Systems in such domains are therefore either unable to use ratings or depend primarily on expectation ratings.

A further consideration in soliciting ratings is whether or not to show the user’s predicted preference in the rating interface. Cosley et al. [34] found that predicted preferences influence users’ ratings, and that some expert users are aware of this influence. System designers should be aware of this and careful to consider what impact it will have on their users.

There has also been work looking more directly at user motivation and willingness to provide ratings. Harper et al. [56] provide an economic model for user behavior in providing ratings. This incorporates some issues already discussed, such as the time and effort needed to provide a rating, and provides a framework for reasoning about how users are motivated to interact with recommender systems. Avery and Zeckhauser [11] argue that external incentives are needed to provide an optimal set of recommendations and that market-based systems or social norms can provide a framework for promoting user contribution to the rating data.

4.4 Dealing with Noise

The process of expressing preference as ratings is not without error — the ratings provided by users will contain noise. This noise can result from normal human error, confounding factors in the rating process (such as the order in which items are presented for rating), and other
factors in user experience (e.g., a noisy theater detracting from the enjoyment of an otherwise-good movie). Detecting and compensating for noise in the user’s input ratings therefore has potential to result in better recommender systems.

Natural noise in ratings can be detected by asking users to re-rate items [5, 34, 62]. These studies all found that users’ ratings are fairly stable over time. Amatriain et al. [5] further found that moderate preferences — 2 or 3 on a 1–5 scale — are less stable than extreme like or dislike, and performed a more thorough analysis of the re-rating data to determine that ratings are a reliable method of measuring user preferences by the standards of classical test theory. Once noisy or unstable preferences have been detected, they can be discarded to improve the recommender’s prediction accuracy [6].

O’Mahony et al. [109] proposed detecting and ignoring noisy ratings by comparing each rating to the user’s predicted preference for that item and discarding ratings whose differences exceed some threshold from the prediction and recommendation process. This approach, however, makes the assumption that all high-deviance ratings are a result of user error rather than aspects of user preference for which the system cannot yet account, and discarding such ratings may inhibit (at least temporarily) the system’s ability to learn that aspect of the user’s taste.

Some recommendation algorithms have noise built into their user ratings model. Personality diagnosis explicitly assumes that user-provided ratings have Gaussian noise, being drawn from a normal distribution whose mean is the user’s true preference [112]. Analyzing ratings with this model in a naïve Bayesian framework allows data from other users and the smoothing effect of probabilistic inference to compensate somewhat for noise in individual ratings.
Recommender systems do not exist in a vacuum. Treating recommendation abstractly as a mathematical problem, aiming primarily to improve offline evaluations with prediction accuracy metrics such as RMSE, ignores the broader context of use and is not necessarily measuring the impact these systems have on their users. Re-grounding recommender systems in user needs can have a profound impact on how we approach the field. Anchoring both the design of the recommender system itself and the evaluation strategy used to measure its effectiveness to a detailed understanding of user goals, tasks, and context can enable us to build systems that better serve their users [74, 99].

Users use a recommender system for some purpose. With systems like GroupLens and PHOAKS, that purpose can be to more easily filter through high volumes of articles and find interesting new resources. Movie recommenders can help users find new movies and choose films to watch. A joke recommender can provide entertainment. In each case, we can consider the recommendations to have some utility to the user. User needs can also extend beyond the recommendation list — some users interact with recommender systems for the purpose of self-expression, with the rating process rather than the resulting recommendations being their desired end [56, 61]. Evaluation metrics are useful, therefore, to the extent that
they map to (or at least correlate with) the user's utility derived from the system's output (recommendations and predictions) and the overall experience it provides. Task- and need-driven user-based studies are needed to determine what factors actually do affect the system's ability to meet user needs and improve the user experience.

### 5.1 User Tasks

The classical recommender tasks of *predict* and *recommend* can be re-cast in terms of user needs as “estimate how much I will like an item” and “find items I will like”, respectively [61]. User needs can also take more nuanced manifestations. For example, users can use a recommender system to find new items they may like (*introduction*) or to recall previous items they enjoyed (*reuse*); systems like the Pandora music recommender are built to meet these two needs in balance (users want to discover new music while also listening to music they know they like). Users can also be interested in merely exploring the item space (*explore*, the “Just Browsing” task of Herlocker et al. [61]) rather than supporting a particular decision (*make decision*). Some users have the goal of determining the recommender’s credibility (*evaluate recommender*) — they may wish to see how the recommender does at estimating their preference for items they know well in order to determine how much they trust its unfamiliar recommendations (or how much time they want to invest in training the system). By supporting this last task, a balance of familiar and unfamiliar items can be important in a developing long-term relationships between users and recommenders [99].

The type of interaction the user has with the recommender also impacts how it should perform. Does the user treat the recommender as an information source to be searched, or as a decision support tool? Even when using a recommender for decision support, users still have differing goals. In some cases they may be primarily interested in exploring the space of options. They may turn to the recommender to provide them with a candidate set from which they will choose. In other cases, they may want the recommender to actually make the selection. A movie recommender or an e-commerce site is likely to be used to explore or determine a candidate set; the user generally makes the
final decision on which movie to see. Real-time music recommenders such as Pandora, however, select a song for the user to hear next, providing the user with a means for critiquing the decision but not often do not allow the user directly select from a set of items.

Even recommenders with equivalent numerical performance can have qualitative differences in their result lists [146]. McNee et al. [99] call these personalites, and choosing an algorithm whose personality matches the user’s needs can provide greater user satisfaction.

5.2 Needs for Individual Items

Thinking about prediction from the perspective of user perception has led to the adoption of some common evaluation metrics: RMSE’s increased penalty for high error and other variants on MAE designed to distinguish high error both stem from the assumption that users are likely to forgive a small error in preference estimation (such as mis-predicting by half a star), while gross errors (predicting a 3-star movie as a 5-star) will more significantly hamper user experience. It is also frequently more important to be accurate at the high end of the scale: if the system correctly predicts that the user will dislike an item, does it matter how much they will dislike it?

Another need users may have in their use of the recommender system is serendipity [98, 116]. Serendipity is the ability to recommend items that the user likes but does not expect; a movie, perhaps, that they never would have thought of liking but, once recommended, turned out to be enjoyable. Since users frequently use recommenders to learn about and try things that they would not otherwise know about, serendipity is generally a desirable characteristic of a recommender.

Related to serendipity is the factor of risk — what are the odds the user will like the item? If the system is recommending items that the user does not expect, it could be wrong sometimes and recommend a bad item. In some contexts, users may be better served by a recommender which is more aggressive in exploring the boundaries of the user’s preference space in hopes of achieving serendipity, while other contexts may merit a more conservative system that prefers to avoid the chance of a bad recommendation.
Risk can be modelled by the system’s confidence in its prediction, but that still leaves open the question of how much risk to take. Is the user more interested in finding potentially great items, or will the user accept merely good items in order to avoid bad ones, even if that involves missing potentially valuable recommendations? This is a function of both the user’s desires and the characteristics of the domain. In low-cost domains, particularly interactive ones such as music recommenders, the cost of following a bad recommendation is low, so a recommender with riskier behavior may be more appropriate than in a higher-cost domain.

The issue of new versus old items arises here as well. If the user’s task is “find a movie to go see this weekend”, they are likely not interested in a movie they have seen before. But if it is “play some music for my commute”, a blend of old and new may well be appropriate. Careful analysis of who the users are and what they expect from a system will provide insight into how to design the recommendation strategy.

### 5.3 Needs for Sets of Items

Many recommenders do not just recommend a single item to the user. They present a list, usually ranked, of items for the user to consider. Even recommenders which, at first glance, deal with individual items at a time may have a sense of the set or the whole: a music recommender plays individual songs in turn for a user, but the user perceives a sequence of songs as well as the individual selections [40].

At a basic level, the rank-accuracy metrics fit in line with viewing recommendation from a user perspective, as the exact preference prediction frequently does not matter when the user is only presented with a ranked list of choices. Half-life utility [22] adds the additional factor of modeling whether the user will even see the item in question, making it useful for assessing utility to the user in search-like contexts.

When users receive a list of recommended items, they do not experience it as a list of individual items but rather experience the list as an entity itself. It can well be that the best 5 items do not necessarily make the best 5-item recommendation list.
Research on research paper recommendations has shown that different algorithms produce lists that are better-suited for different goals: some algorithms produce lists better-suited for finding novel or authoritative work on a topic, while others produce lists that are better introductory or survey reading lists [146]. Users could discern differences between lists produced by different algorithms, including varying applicability to different tasks.

Perhaps the most prominent potential need users have when it comes to sets of items is that of diversity. Ali and van Stam [4] noted that, with standard collaborative filtering technology, a TV viewer who enjoys both science fiction shows and boating programs, but who has seen and rated more science fiction, may never receive boating recommendations. This domination of a profile by a single genre can reduce the recommender’s capacity to satisfy the user needs across their multifaceted interests.

Diversity in recommendations can desirable from two standpoints. First, users may have a variety of tastes, some expressed more strongly than others, and benefit from the recommender being able to recommend items across the breadth of their preferences. In many cases, the recommender should not only span their interests but also be able to push at the edges of the user’s known interests with the hopes of introducing them to material that they enjoy but would not have found otherwise. Immediately, it needs to avoid pigeonholing users — the science-fiction and boating TV viewer of Ali and van Stam’s portfolio effect may want to watch a good boating show in a Saturday afternoon, and the recommender may have an insufficient sense of diversity to provide one.

Second, excessively narrow recommendations have the potential to fragment communities into small pockets with little in common, with the rate-recommend cycle reinforcing an increasingly focused taste at the expense of breadth. Societally, this balkanization can decrease communication and interactions between groups of people [147].

Diversity is not always a desirable aim, however. Some user needs are better met by a more focused set of recommendations, and the need for diversity can change over time. Consider buying a house: in
the early stages, recommending a wide variety of styles, prices, and neighborhoods could be a good strategy. As the user looks at houses and sees what they do and do not like, narrowing the field of recommendations to a more focused set of options can help them to make their final decision. In the latest stages, it can be desirable to recommend several effectively substitutable options in case one is unavailable. Again, understanding the user’s needs and relationship to the system is key to determining the role diversity should play in recommendation.

To add diversity to a recommendation list, Ziegler et al. [156] proposed “topic diversification”, a method which discards some items of a recommendation list in favor of others to increase the diversity of items within a recommendation list; users found this to more comprehensively capture their reading interests in a study using the BookCrossing data set.

Another recent and promising approach for optimizing the variety of choices presented to the user in a recommendation set is regret-based recommendation [148], a recommendation algorithm based on utility theory. This method uses a model of the user’s utility to recommend a set of items with minimal expected loss. The basic idea behind its operation is that a recommendation set that contains only comedies will have greater loss if the user is in the mood for an action movie than a set containing a mix of comedies and action movies. This framework is not just applicable to diversity, but can be adapted to address a host of whole-list concerns.

Key to both of these algorithms is that they consider the set of recommended items as a whole rather than simply picking the best individual recommendations. Seeking to maximize the expected utility of a set of recommended items rather than focusing on maximizing the user’s interest on a per-item basis is a step forward in improving user experience across diverse tastes.

In order to understand and reason about diversity in recommendations, it is useful to understand more generally what diversity is and how to measure it. Harrison and Klein [57] identify three types of diversity studied in operations research: *separation*, where the members of a set are at different positions on a linear continuum; *variety*, where members of a set are members of different classes; and *disparity*, where
some members of a set have a higher status or position or are otherwise superior to other members. Separation and variety seem to be particularly relevant to assessing recommendation and preference: movies can be more or less violent (separation), and they can be of differing genres or from different directors (variety). Harrison and Klein’s review also provides metrics for measuring the various types of diversity: standard deviation and Euclidian distance can be used to measure separation, and Blau’s index and Teachman’s entropy index are both useful for measuring variety among classes. Ziegler et al. [156] used the average pairwise similarity of items in a recommendation set, with proximity in a hierarchical taxonomy of the item space as the similarity metric, to measure the similarity (lack of diversity) within recommendation lists.

Measuring diversity is useful in understanding the behavior of a particular system, but the extent to which the diversity of a recommendation list impacts that list’s ability to meet a user’s need is harder to measure. It is also not always obvious what forms of diversity relate to users’ needs. Ziegler et al. [156] found that increasing the diversity across Amazon.com book categories improved user’s assessment of the value of book recommendation lists they received up to a point, after which further diversification decreased perceived value. The nature and impact of diversity will vary across information domains and user tasks.

Another major concern in set recommendation is that of interaction effects. Some items, while good individually, are either particularly bad or particularly good together [55]. Accounting for these is a difficult problem, and package recommendation under constraints frequently becomes NP-hard [152]. However, recommendations often do not need to be perfect — approximation algorithms are often sufficient — and some relationships or properties that are difficult or impossible to compute can, in some cases, be determined by humans and fed back into the system [150].

5.4 Systemic Needs

Not only do users have particular needs for individual items and recommendation lists, they have needs from the system as well.
5.4 Systemic Needs

5.4.1 Coverage

While many user needs are satisfied by finding some good items, and missing some items does not cause a problem, there are other cases where the penalty for missing items is high — high recall is critical \[61\].\footnote{Recall can rarely be directly measured. Data sets only contain rated items, while recall pertains to finding all relevant items regardless of whether they are already known to the user.} This can be the case in locating research literature, where it is undesirable to overlook prior work, but is even more critical in legal settings: missing prior work in a patent application or a relevant precedent while handling litigation can have drastic consequences.

The concept of coverage provides a useful framework for analyzing how a recommender algorithm does or does not exhibit this problem. Simply put, the coverage with respect to a user is the fraction of the total item domain which the algorithm could possibly recommend to the user (in typical collaborative filtering algorithms, this is the set of items for which predictions can be generated for the user). In a user–user recommender, the ability to recommend an item $i$ is dependent on the user having potential neighbors which have rated $i$; in an item–item recommender, it is dependent on the user having ratings for items in $i$’s list of neighbors. Other algorithms can have similar limitations on their ability to recommend particular items based on the information they possess.

One way to alleviate coverage problems is by falling back to a baseline recommender when the collaborative filter cannot generate a prediction. Hybridizing algorithms with different coverage profiles can also help improve coverage. If the composite recommenders are of significantly different structure, this method can increase the system’s ability to recommend some items. Latent factor models, such as SVD and PLSA, can also provide good coverage because the latent factors can connect users to items that they would not be connected to just through item or user neighborhoods.

McLaughlin and Herlocker \[95\] proposed a modified precision metric to measure the ability of a recommender to recommend items which takes coverage into account, penalizing algorithms with low coverage.
They then showed that a modified user–user recommender that operates by propagating belief distributions over rating offsets between similar users is able to achieve much better coverage at the expense of some accuracy compared to standard user–user and item–item CF. The balance with regards to coverage, accuracy, and computational requirements will vary by domain and application.

In addition to the impact of coverage on user needs, the system provider may also have an interest in coverage — if there are items which cannot be recommended, then it may be more difficult to sell those products.

5.4.2 Robustness

In order for recommendations to be useful to users, they need to be robust and fair. Recommendations should reflect the true opinions of legitimate users of the site, with minimal degradation due to natural noise and free from bias introduced by malicious users attempting to manipulate the system’s ratings.

Having considered naturally-occurring noise in *Dealing with Noise*, we turn here to considerations for malicious users. An unscrupulous manufacturer desiring to sell more of their product may attempt to create accounts on e-commerce sites using recommender systems and strategically rating their product highly in order to cause it to be recommended to more users. Similarly, other groups may want to destroy a particular product’s recommendation level or otherwise manipulate the recommendation system’s output. Examples of this are so-called “Google Bombs”, where link profiles are set up to cause a particular page to rate highly for specific searches, such as “miserable failure” returning the White House page for Bush’s administration as the first result. Similar attacks have been carried out against Amazon.com, manipulating the “products you might also like” lists — a group of attackers succeeded in getting a book on gay sex listed as a related item for a Pat Robertson book.

Attacks based on false profiles, sometimes called *shilling* or *sybil* attacks, have received a fair amount of treatment in the literature. O’Mahony et al. [108] have examined the robustness of user-user
collaborative filtering to such attacks. Lam and Riedl [82] found that profile-based attacks can influence predictions and recommendation, but that item–item CF is less vulnerable than user–user to such attacks. Matrix factorization approaches (specifically PLSA) are also fairly robust to attack [103]. Further, it is difficult to reliably detect the presence of malicious user profiles using standard recommender accuracy metrics, although classifier-based methods can detect some errant profiles [102]. Resnick and Sami [120] proposed a reputation-based system, the \textit{influence limiter}, which can be added to any collaborative filtering system and uses reputation scores, computed by determining which users contribute to accurate prediction of a target user’s ratings, to limit the influence of individual users on the target user’s recommendations.

Many currently known attacks exploit knowledge of the recommender algorithm in use, and sometimes additional information such as the average rating for a given item. Sometimes specific weaknesses can cause a marked increase in attack success. For example, recommenders based on Pearson correlation without similarity damping are susceptible to shilling attacks with small attack profiles, as two users with few ratings in common have abnormally high Pearson correlations [108].

So far, most research on the robustness of collaborative filtering to manipulation has focused on a few specific attack methods, most notably the creation of false profiles with the goal of artificially boosting or depressing an item in recommendation lists. Little is known about other attack methods or attacks aimed at different goals (such as an attack attempting to discount the credibility of the system by causing it to generate spurious or bogus recommendations). Resnick and Sami [121] have shown that there is an inherent tradeoff between manipulation-resistance and taking advantage of the information in user ratings; in order to resist manipulation by an attacker capable of creating an unbounded number of shill profiles, a system must discard all user ratings.

5.4.3 Privacy

Recommendation is not the only need users have with respect to their relationship with a recommender system. Among other things, they
may also desire privacy: ratings data can communicate a fair amount about a user's preferences and habits, and users may want to restrict the extent to which that data can be discovered by other users in a system (or even the system itself). Further, privacy is a significant consideration when releasing data sets to the public. There has been notable success in taking anonymized data sets, such as the Netflix Prize set, and de-anonymizing them (determining the identities of particular users) [41, 105].

An immediate privacy concern, at least within the e-commerce domain, is the ability for users of a system to gain information about other users. Ramakrishnan et al. [116] analyzed this problem, finding that users who tastes straddle seemingly-disparate regions of the item space can be susceptible to identification by other users of the system with access to aggregate sales data. They advised refraining from using connections involving a small number of people in producing recommendations so that the observable behavior of the recommender is based on sufficiently large samples that it is infeasible to identify individual users. The requirements for this attack are fairly sophisticated, but feasible with vendors sharing data and utilizing third-party personalization services.

Research has also considered recommendation schemes that allow users to receive recommendations and/or predictions without any central party knowing all users' ratings. Canny [26, 27] proposed factor analysis with this goal in mind, using homomorphic encryption and zero-knowledge protocols to allow users to collaboratively compute a recommendation model without disclosing their individual ratings. Other matrix factorization techniques such as singular value decomposition have also been deployed to implement decentralized recommenders: the PocketLens algorithm used SVD with encryption to perform decentralized collaborative filtering on hand-held devices [101] and Polat and Du [113] proposed using SVD with randomly-perturbed data to preserve privacy.

Hybrid methods, involving central servers that are partially trusted, have also been considered. Notable among these is Alambic, an architecture which separates purchasing and recommendation [8]. It calls for recommendation providers to be distinct from e-commerce providers,
so that the e-commerce vendor does not know a user’s history and the recommendation provider does not know their current activity. There have also been proposals to have users share and aggregate their ratings before submitting them to the central server [138].

Kobsa [75] provide a thorough analysis of the privacy concerns in personalization systems in general, including legally imposed conditions. We refer you to that work for further reading on this aspect of the user–recommender relationship.

5.5 Summary

Within results of equivalent accuracy or numerical quality, there is still sufficient variation that algorithms with equivalent accuracy performance can produce recommendations that are qualititatively different from each other in terms of user response. This provides opportunity to tailor a recommender system deployment to meet the particular needs of its users. This can be done by tuning the algorithm to the expected needs [99], providing (or automatically adjusting) parameters to influence its behavior [156], or switching algorithms based on the user’s current task [156].

As with user interface design (and, indeed, design for any system that interacts with humans), clearly identifying the user tasks the system is intended support and what users expect from the system provides a useful framework for the design and evaluation of a recommender system. At the end of the day, users are more concerned with having their needs met or otherwise getting value from a system than numeric measures of its accuracy.
In order to move from predicting preference to meeting user needs, recommender systems must interact with their users in some fashion. They need to collect ratings, frequently requiring user interaction (although this interaction is occasionally indirect), and they must present the recommendations or predictions back to the user.

Recommenders also have the opportunity to integrate more broadly with user experience, particularly the social context in which recommendations are received and used. There have also been projects to use recommenders to affect user behavior in ways beyond purchasing products or seeking entertainment.

This section surveys a variety of work that has been done on user interaction with recommenders and on the ways in which recommenders interact with user experience and social contexts. Better understanding of human–recommender interaction and how recommenders affect and are affected by the people who use them is also an important direction for further recommender systems research.

6.1 Soliciting Ratings

As discussed in Rating Scales, a variety of methods have been tried for soliciting ratings from users of recommender systems. GroupLens
6.2 Presenting Recommendations

Once the system has collected user ratings and computed recommendations, it must communicate those recommendations to the user so that they can evaluate and potentially act on the recommended items. Communicating predictions is fairly straightforward — in an item listing or details view, the predicted preference can be shown as a feature of the item. MovieLens does this, replacing the predicted preference with the user’s actual rating when it is an item they have rated.

Methods of presenting recommendations have changed as communications technology evolved. In the early 1990s, when the Web was augmented standard newsreaders with buttons or commands for applying ratings of 1–5 stars [119]. Jester provided a continuous bar that recorded the position at which users clicked it as their rating (using an HTML image map) [50]. MovieLens uses drop-down menus or images for users to select 1–5 star (with half-star) ratings; some early recommenders interacted with users via e-mail.

The most common interface construct for allowing users to provide ratings is a rating widget of some kind displayed with the item either on an item info details or in its entry in a list. In general, the rating interface will need to integrate well with the rest of the application or site’s user experience, and standard human–computer interaction design principles apply (including using interface devices familiar to users from other systems). There is currently a good deal of inconsistency, even within a single system, with regards to how ratings are collected; Karvonen et al. [70] provide a heuristic evaluation of several popular web sites with rating or reputation interfaces and demonstrates a number of consistency issues. Live deployments are not all bad, however; Netflix star ratings and Pandora’s thumbs up/down are good examples of current best practices in rating interfaces.

Users prefer more granularity in their ratings interfaces — on a 5-star scale, they like to be able to give half-star ratings — so it is beneficial for the user experience to allow a relatively fine-grained rating process, but the increased granularity of ratings will not necessarily translate into more accurate recommendations [34].
User Experience

young and had not yet achieved widespread usage, recommenders such as BellCore’s video recommender interacted with the user via e-mail: users e-mailed ratings of movies to videos@bellcore.com and received recommendations in an e-mail reply [62]. The majority of recommender systems are currently built into web sites. TV set-top boxes are also used as a delivery mechanism for recommendations [4], soliciting ratings via the remote control and presenting the user with a list of recommended shows with their air dates. Increasing usage of sophisticated cell phones have made mobile recommendations increasingly a reality [100]. Delivering recommendations via devices other than traditional PCs has the potential to bring recommendation much closer to the actual context of use for a wider variety of items — TV shows or movies can be immediately watched, and users can receive product recommendations while in the store or at the theater.

There is more diversity in approaches to showing recommendations. Some systems, such as MovieLens, merely have a view where items are displayed in a search results fashion ordered by predicted preference. Others display various forms of recommendations in-line with the browsing experience: many pages on Amazon.com, such as product information pages and shopping baskets, show recommendations based on the user’s past history or the actions taken by other users with respect to the currently displayed item.

In environments where the cost of consumption is low and recommendation process is ongoing, the system can simply provide the user with the recommended item. This is done by Jester, where the system shows the user jokes and asks for ratings until the user decides to leave [50]. Music recommenders such as Pandora also frequently do this — Pandora starts playing the next song, and users can skip or thumb-down the song if they don’t like it.

One specific aspect of communicating recommendations to users is that of explaining why particular items were recommended. Recommender systems are frequently “black boxes”, presenting recommendations to the user without any explanation of why the user might like the recommended item. Explanations seem to be useful, however, for helping the user be confident in the provided recommendations and to make better decisions based on them [60].
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Explanation methods can stem from a variety of goals. Tintarev [144] identifies seven potential goals for explanations of recommendations: transparency of the recommender algorithm, scrutability of the results, trustworthiness of the recommendations, effectiveness for supporting decisions, persuasiveness, efficiency of decision-making, and satisfaction with the recommendation process.

User modelling work by Cook and Kay [32] demonstrated a means for showing users the system’s model of them and showed that many users were interested in this information. The earliest systematic evaluation of recommender explanations was by Herlocker et al. [60]. While it did not show a change in users’ enjoyment of recommended items based on explanations, that study did document a significant user interest in explanations of the recommendations they received. Bilgic and Mooney [17] argue that for many domains, user satisfaction with the item is more important than whether they act on the recommendation: satisfaction and effectiveness are more critical to evaluate than persuasiveness. A later focus group study suggested that explanations can help with user satisfaction by helping them better know what to expect [145].

For other stakeholders the balance of explanatory goals can be different. An e-commerce site typically uses recommendations to increase sales volume, increasing the importance of persuasion as a goal. This has limits, however — if the system has a reputation for recommending bad items it can lose trust with users and suffer in the long run.

Some work has been done on assessing the impact of the recommender interface on user reception of recommendations [54, 60]. Ultimately, however, this will likely have a good number of domain- and system-specific attributes. Further, it is an example of one of the aspects of recommender evaluation that cannot be done off-line: to measure user response to recommendation, it is necessary to test a system with actual users.

6.3 Recommending in Conversation

Many recommender systems simply provide the user with a set of recommendations or predictions, and the only feedback mechanism provided to the user for refining future recommendations is the ability
Conversational recommenders seek to expand that, soliciting the user's input to more accurately meet their needs through an ongoing cycle of recommendation and feedback (a conversation). In some ways, the resulting user experience is similar to that of Grundy [123], in which the user could reject the suggested book and receive a new suggestion. Conversational recommendation has predominantly been explored in the context of case-based reasoning systems [3, 46, 94] where recommendation is of a more content-based than collaborative nature.

McGinty and Smyth [94] divide the kinds of feedback which are solicited by various recommenders into four types: value elicitation, where the user provides a specific value for some feature as a hard constraint (e.g., “built by Sony”); ratings, where the user provides ratings for items; critique, where the user provides a specific correction to the system’s recommendation (e.g., “like this, but with more megapixels”); and preference, where the user selects the most desirable of the recommended items and the system replies with more items similar to the selected item.\footnote{Under this taxonomy, traditional ratings-based recommender systems become a special case of conversational recommenders without an explicitly articulated recommend-refine cycle.}

\section*{6.4 Recommending in Social Context}

So far, the recommendation systems considered have all treated the user as a single, independent entity who will consume the recommendation without interaction with others. There has been work, however, on making recommender systems aware of social contexts and connections between users.

\subsection*{6.4.1 Group Recommenders}

Group recommenders have the goal of recommending items to be experienced by a group of people, aiming to find an item (such as a movie or travel destination) which all members will enjoy [92]. PolyLens provided movie recommendations to groups by using MoveLens's user–user collaborative filter to generate predictions for each user, producing the
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Group’s recommendations by merging the individual predictions using the “principle of least misery”: the predicted preference for a movie was the lowest preference predicted for any group member [107]. Users enjoyed having the group recommendations, although there are privacy tradeoffs as some information about users’ preferences can be inferred by their fellow group members.

Jameson [66] describes a number of challenges in building group recommenders. First is preference collection: while PolyLens simply used the ratings each user had previously provided, in some domains it can be desirable to allow users to see each other’s stated preferences and/or interact with each other around the preference-stating process. Second, the preferences need to be aggregated and the recommendations produced. With user–user CF algorithms, this can be done either by blending individual recommendation lists for each user or by creating a composite pseudo-user for the group and generating recommendations for that user [107]. In either of these cases, it is necessary to have some aggregation function for combining preferences. O’Connor considered several methods for PolyLens, including minimum preference, maximum preference, and average preference; Jameson points out that it is important for this preference function to be non-manipulable so that no user can manipulate the group’s recommendations by falsely stating their preferences. For his Travel Decision Forum system, he selected median as the aggregation function. This requirement is important, as manipulability has been a problem for deployed group recommenders. The initial trial of the MusicFX system for selecting fitness center background music allowed an individual to force a music change by giving the current music the minimum rating [92].

After the system has produced a set of recommendations for the group, it needs to provide the group with those recommendations and, in some cases, support the group as they finalize their decision. Jameson spends some time on the nuances of facilitating group decision around the resulting recommendation lists.

6.4.2 Incorporating Trust in Recommenders

Even when recommendations are intended for individual users, users may have relationships with other users that can be used as an
additional source of information in the recommendation process. This is particularly the case with the rise of social networking, with extensive data available about peoples’ connections to each other.

Various authors have proposed methods for integrating information about user’s connections into recommender systems in the form of “trust-based recommenders”. Massa and Avesani proposed a method for using users’ statements of their trust in other users’ opinions to weight user ratings by estimated trust rather than similarity in user–user CF when producing predictions and recommendations and built a ski mountaineering site around it \cite{12, 91}. Golbeck \cite{47} used a similar integration method, based on a different trust estimation algorithm, for movie recommendation.

Trust is a complicated concept, and representing and estimating it computationally is difficult. While many systems have a good deal of information about peoples’ connections, how those connections correspond to trust in recommendation is not obvious. Even annotating the network with trust ratings is problematic, with confidence and notions such as active distrust making a useful single “estimated trust” value an elusive goal. There is continued work, however, on various methods for estimating and propagating trust through social networks \cite{12, 47, 48, 114, 155}. Ziegler and Golbeck \cite{154} found that trust and conventional rating similarities are correlated. Guy et al. also found that users tended to find recommendations of web sites, discussion forums, and other social software artifacts more interesting when they were recommended from the user’s social connections rather than users with similar preference histories \cite{54}.

\subsection{Recommending Social Connections}

Some recommender projects have gone beyond recognizing that recommendations are used in social contexts by using recommenders to alter or enhance the structure of that social context — recommending social connections or friends.

Kautz et al. \cite{72} did early work in this direction, building the Referral Web system that allowed users to query their social network;
McDonald [93] extended these ideas by building a recommender for individuals with particular expertise from the user’s social network or organization. These systems enabled users to find people in their social network or organization that could provide them with particular expertise or otherwise meet a need they had.

Terveen and McDonald [143] provide a survey and overview of social connection recommendation, covering information-need-based recommendation such as that of Kautz et al. and McDonald as well as other applications of social connection recommendation. Recent work has focused on recommending connections in the contexts of online social networks [28].

6.5 Shaping User Experience with Recommendations

The interaction between recommender systems and user experience goes beyond providing a useful user experience around recommendations. Recommendations can also be used to alter user experience and behavior. Cosley et al. [34] found that predictions influence user rating behavior, but there is interest in using recommender systems to influence user behavior in broader contexts.

SuggestBot, an implementation of intelligent task routing, uses recommender algorithms to suggest pages that Wikipedia editors may want to edit [33]. Intelligent task routing aims to help people do work on community-maintained projects by guiding them to work that needs to be done and which matches with their interests as inferred from prior work history.

In online social networking tools, recommenders have been successfully deployed to improve user experience and engagement. Recommending connections to existing users of IBM’s internal social networking site SocialBlue (formerly known as BeeHive) resulted in users expanding their connections. Users’ social network information was more useful for finding people they already knew on the system, but recommender algorithms based on similarity in user profile contents were more effective at helping users discover new friends [28]. Recommending
social connections and profile content to new users resulted in the users being more active on the site [42].

Recommenders therefore have the potential not just to meet information needs, but to shape and guide user behavior both on-line and in the real world.
Recommender systems have become ubiquitous. People use them to find books, music, news, smart phones, vacation trips, and romantic partners. Nearly every product, service, or type of information has recommenders to help people select from among the myriad alternatives the few they would most appreciate. Sustaining these commercial applications is a vibrant research community, with creative interaction ideas, powerful new algorithms, and careful experiments. Still, there are many challenges for the field, especially at the interaction between research and commercial practice. We have framed these challenges here in a five part taxonomy.

Algorithms: Recommender systems researchers have developed a suite of highly effective algorithms for the basic problem of recommending a set of substitutable goods from a large population of similar goods to individual users. There are however many remaining algorithmic challenges, most involving richer sets of data about the users, the items, the interactions between the users and the items, or the relationships among groups of users or groups of items. For instance, how can such sources
as Amazon reviews and Twitter posts about items be incorporated into recommendations. We expect to see a wide variety of approaches, but are particularly optimistic about algorithms that generalize to process multiple parallel matrices of user and item data simultaneously.

**Data:** The data used by recommender systems are sometimes biased in unexpected ways that can have a dramatic effect on outcomes. For instance, in designing algorithms for selecting items for new users to rate in MovieLens we found that the original MovieLens algorithm, which was performing poorly in practice, nearly always scored higher in offline tests than the newer algorithms we were designing. The reason is that since new users had been using the original algorithm for years, the dataset we were using for offline testing was much more likely to have a rating for items chosen by that algorithm than by any new algorithm. Similarly, nearly all rating data sets are strongly biased toward high ratings, because users are careful to only choose to consume items they suspect they will like. This class of problems is challenging to solve in general, but there are some elegant approaches emerging for specific instances. For instance, researchers have shown that datasets can be effectively statistically unbiased for some popularity biases [88].

**User experience:** The goal of recommender systems is to improve user experience. In both research and practice, crafting the user experience to fit the application and the user lifecycle remains a substantial challenge. One challenge is to adapt the nature of recommendations as the user gains more experience with the recommender — a new user may need more verifiable recommendations and may lack the trust needed for high-risk recommendations. A similar challenge is how to balance serving the individual now (with the best available recommendation) vs. serving the individual and community long-term (with recommendations that help the recommender system learn). These challenges vary with different domains, and particularly with different usage patterns. Part of the research challenge is to design interfaces that give users control over
the recommendation process without overwhelming the user or rendering the tool too complicated for novice users.

**Evaluation and metrics:** Evaluation of recommender systems has advanced significantly over the past decade, but many challenges remain. Even with a better understanding of the relationships among different algorithm performance metrics, the field struggles to standardize evaluation. As a result, too often research results are incomparable with prior published results, even when based on the same data sets. Examples of this problem include the lack of standard treatment of items for which the recommender is unable to make a prediction. The broader goal of user-centered holistic evaluation, including A/B testing of the short- and long-term effects of recommendation differences, is still met by only a few research groups and companies that have the live systems and resources for such evaluation. Deploying innovative recommenders is still too hard, and there is a substantial need for research platforms where innovations can be tested without first building up a community of thousands of users.

**Social impact:** Because collaborative filtering recommender systems must by their nature collect substantial personalized data about their users, they face important privacy and security challenges. Researchers have been approaching these challenges head-on by attempting to develop ways to collect and store data in such a way that extracting personalized data is provably difficult. Recommender systems also have some unique community challenges. One such challenge is about the relationship between the recommender system and its community of users. How do the users know that the recommender system is providing honest recommendations? Furthermore, the existence of the recommender may influence the structure of the community over time. If users are choosing items to read based on personalized recommendations, over time they may cluster into groups of like-minded individuals, *balkanizing* the community into groups who seldom interact with people with whom they do not agree. We hope in the future to see recommender systems
that explicitly react to combat this type of damage to the community structure, ensuring that not only individuals, but also the surrounding community benefit from the existence of the recommender.

7.1 Resources

Given the broad application of recommenders and the substantial set of open problems, the field of recommender systems research promises to remain active for years to come. We conclude this survey with a brief review of resources we feel would be useful for both academic and industrial explorations of recommender systems.

Publication venues: Recommender systems research continues to progress rapidly, with many papers appearing each year in venues including: ACM Recommender Systems (RecSys) User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization (UMAP) ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) ACM Conference on Information Retrieval (SIGIR) ACM Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD) ACM Transactions on Information Systems User Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction and many other workshops, conferences, and journals.

Software implementations: There are a variety of collaborative filtering implementations available and ready for use in projects, many under open source licenses, including the following:

- LensKit by GroupLens Research, Java.
  http://lenskit.grouplens.org
- MyMediaLite by MyMedia at University of Hildesheim, C#/.NET.
  http://www.isml1.uni-hildesheim.de/mymedialite/
- easyrec, Java with RESTful HTTP API. http://easyrec.org
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- Mahout Taste by the Apache project, Java.  
  http://mahout.apache.org/
- Cofi by Daniel Lemire et al., Java.  
  http://www.nongnu.org/cofi/
- SUGGEST by George Karypis, binary-only, C API.  
  http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/suggest/download

Data sets: For evaluating and tuning recommender performance, commonly-used, readily-available data sets include the following:

- MovieLens: movie ratings (100K, 1 M, and 10 M ratings sets, the latter includes 100 K tag applications). With the availability of larger data sets, we do not recommend using the 100K for other than development and preliminary testing; larger data sets will provide more robust validation of algorithms.  
  http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
- Jester: ratings of jokes.  
  http://eigentaste.berkeley.edu/dataset/
- BookCrossing: book ratings with user demographic information.  
  http://www.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~cziegler/BX/
- WebScope — Yahoo! provides a number of web user behavior data sets from various Yahoo! services through their WebScope program.  
  http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com
- RecLab — RichRelevance provides a recommendation evaluation framework and simulated data set for evaluating recommender performance for e-commerce.  

Work on this survey was funded by the National Science Foundation under grant IIS 05-34939.
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